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 148 THE BOTANICAL REVIEW

 INTRODUCTION

 It is the purpose of this paper to outline some of the problems now

 engaging the attention of botanists working in arctic and subarctic

 America. To do so without the recital of a certain amount of

 descriptive matter and the discussion of historical sequence in ideas

 is well-nigh impossible. Nevertheless, such matter will be reduced

 as much as seems feasible; and rather than give it separate space

 under introductory headings, it will be interpolated in appropriate
 places throughout the paper, with references to pertinent literature.

 The geographic boundaries involved must be rather arbitrarily

 drawn. In common usage the "Arctic Regions" are fairly well
 defined as the areas north of the limit of trees. A southern bound-

 ary formed by the mean isotherm of 100 C. for the warmest month

 of the year corresponds fairly well with the northern limit of forest

 growth (Nordenskjold, '28, p. 72). A southern boundary for what

 we mean by "subarctic" is not so easily defined on a natural basis,

 and might better be drawn, with our present knowledge, on grounds

 of botanical convenience. For purposes of exploration and the

 logical enlargement of botanical knowledge in the northern part of

 the continent, a useful line may be drawn eastward across central

 British Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan, thence southeasterly

 through Manitoba and Ontario to include James Bay. From there

 it follows an indefinite course eastward across the southern part of

 the Labrador peninsula to the Straits of Belle Isle. It will be noted

 that this boundary in both the eastern and western sections cuts

 across natural botanical regions, but in the northern Great Plains it
 roughly marks the transition from grassland to forest. Its selec-

 tion is based upon the present extension of our standard manual

 ranges, and upon the northern limits of country in which we have a

 fair amount of continuous botanical information. Henry's "Flora

 of Southern British Columbia" ('15), though far from complete,
 involves approximately the southern half of that province, and Ryd-

 berg's "Flora of the Rocky Mountains and Adjacent Plains" ('22)

 covers the country north to latitude 550 in British Columbia, Alberta
 and Saskatchewan. Rydberg's later work on the "Flora of the

 Prairies and Plains" ('32) extends into southeastern Saskatchewan

 and southern Manitoba. In eastern Canada comprehensive botani-
 cal work has been done only in southern Ontario and southern Que-
 bec. Here our boundary might well be the rather indefinite
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 BOTANICAL PROBLEMS IN BOREAL AMERICA 149

 northern extent of Marie-Victorin's "Flore Laurentienne" ('35).

 Although frequent mention of Greenland problems will be found in

 the paper, no attempt will be made to summarize the work being

 done there. The reader is referred to the studies of M. P. Porsild

 ('22, '32), Thorv. Sorensen ('33), Paul Gelting ('34), Devold and
 Scholander ('33), T. W. Bocher ('33a, '33b) and others for recently

 published discussions on that region.

 Problems in boreal American botany may be divided roughly into

 three categories dealing, first, with the flora itself, second, with the

 arrangement of the flora into plant formations and lesser com-
 munities, and third, with applied botany. The first two represent

 two commonly accepted points of departure in the study of plant
 geography. The first deals with the identity and distribution of

 the units of plant life which are designated by systematic botanists,
 while the second involves a study of the flora in terms of landscapes

 consisting of masses of this or that form of plant life. These two

 points of view have been kept for too long a time in separate scien-

 tific compartments, and their fusion constitutes one of the major

 philosophic problems confronting modern plant geographers. Most

 of the earlier students of northern American floras were concerned

 entirely with individual species, although such men as Sir John

 Richardson and later the great pioneer Canadian botanist, John

 Macoun, drew up the major aspects of Canadian plant formations.

 The analysis and study of plant communities did not begin to

 acquire its modern form until the late 19th and early 20th centuries;

 the ideas and techniques for the study of vegetational dynamics and

 biological life forms were only beginning during that period. Since

 that time plant geography has been put to a large extent upon a
 physiological basis. Although a great deal of work on the structure

 of arctic and subarctic plant communities has been done in the Old

 World, in America it is hardly more than begun. Botanical work
 in boreal America during this period of change has remained to a

 large extent floristic; and geographic problems which have grown

 out of floristic investigations are still uppermost.
 Problems in applied botany deserve more attention than can be

 given them in the present paper. The aboriginal and modern uses

 of wild plants, the improvement of native plants by selection, north-
 ern agriculture, grazing, and forestry, and the introduction of weeds
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 150 THE BOTANICAL REVIEW

 or other exotic species, are attractive fields of research that will be

 mentioned here only by citation.

 The discussions in this paper will begin with questions of explora-

 tion, physiographic history, and climate; then will follow problems

 of speciation and endemism, the origin and geographic distribution

 of the flora, and the development and distribution of plant com-

 munities.

 The author confesses, at the outset, to a certain amount of per-

 sonal bias. His own work has been concerned almost entirely with

 descriptions of reconnaissance field studies in the vascular flora and
 plant communities of the central and southern parts of the Macken-

 zie drainage basin. Detailed analytical or experimental studies of
 communities and speciation have had no part in this except to be
 drawn upon for inspiration and ideas. It is hardly to be expected,
 therefore, that equal justice will be done to all the regions of boreal
 America, or to all phases of the problems involved. Finally, the
 paper will deal almost entirely with the vascular flora, even though
 this entails the neglect of many significant questions.

 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

 The sources of material, in the realms of both facts and ideas, for
 such a paper as this become so varied that to give adequate credit
 to all the individuals who have contributed to it is nearly impossible.
 Ideas for promising research problems are apt to arise from one's
 reading, from chance conversations with colleagues or students, or
 perhaps even from the camp-fire yarning with guides and packers
 that forms a part of every wilderness collecting trip. Many of these
 sources are soon forgotten, and often, in spite of their primary
 significance, are never acknowledged as they deserve. To all of
 these people, though they must remain unnamed, the writer wishes
 to express his appreciation.

 The following persons have been kind enough to read all or part

 of the manuscript, and have contributed valued suggestions: Pro-
 fessor M. L. Fernald of the Gray Herbarium, Dr. I. M. Johnston
 and Dr. A. C. Smith of the Arnold Arboretum, Dr. Ernst C. Abbe
 of the University of Minnesota, and Mr. J. H. Soper of the Bio-
 logical Laboratories at Harvard. Suggestions in various special
 fields have come from Dr. C. F. Brooks on climatic relations, from
 Dr. Sheldon Reed, Dr. Karl Sax, and Dr. A. 0. Dahl on cytology
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 BOTANICAL PROBLEMS IN BOREAL AMERICA 151

 and genetics, and from Dr. Charles S. Denny on frost action phe-

 nomena. To all of these the writer is deeply grateful, at the same

 time absolving them from responsibility for errors of fact or judg-

 ment.

 EXPLORATION

 No attempt to assemble and publish a comprehensive flora of

 boreal America has been made for a century. There is no covering

 manual containing keys and descriptions by which a student may

 determine specimens from this vast region. The last-and only-

 catalogue which could claim the distinction of having summarized

 most of the then existing material was "Flora Boreali-Americana"

 by W. J. Hooker, published between 1829 and 1840. The nearest

 approach to it was John Macoun's "Catalogue of Canadian Plants"

 (1883-1890); but for most of his boreal records Macoun was de-

 pendent upon Hooker. Here, then, is the first and one of the most

 important problems before the botanist who wishes to study north-

 ern American plants. He must find his way through the maze of

 specialized literature that contains a hundred years of fact-finding

 and opinion; and if he wishes to master even a part of the whole

 flora he must turn himself at least temporarily into a systematist,

 and must learn where the gaps are in the body of extant knowledge.
 The most striking lacunae are in unexplored or partially explored

 regions.

 Probably the largest botanically unexplored parts of North

 America are in the arctic and subarctic regions. The interiors of

 the larger land masses of the arctic archipelago and whole segments

 of the continental area are yet to be explored botanically. In spite

 of the many expeditions that have been made, for instance, to some

 of the arctic islands, our knowledge of their flora is still of the

 sketchiest nature. This can be illustrated by a few figures on

 Southampton Island. Dr. G. M. Sutton's collection there in 1929-
 30 increased the known flora of the island from 47 species and varie-
 ties to 113 (Raup, '36a). Dr. Nicholas Polunin visited it in 1934
 and 1936; and utilizing his own collections as well as those of Dr.
 M. 0. Malte who was there in the intervening years (see R. M.
 Anderson, '35), he increased the list to 171 species, varieties and

 forms ('38). This makes a total increase in the known flora during

 the past ten years of over 260%. This performance could be dupli-
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 152 THE BOTANICAL REVIEW

 cated in many places throughout the arctic archipelago, and the same

 situation exists in most of the continental interior of the region with
 which we are dealing. When the writer started collecting vascular
 plants in the Mackenzie basin there were about 600 species known to

 occur east of the Rocky Mountains. Very recent figures have not

 been compiled, but the flora now stands at about 900. By far the

 greater part of the additions have been made by range extension,
 but 13 new species and varieties have been described.

 Exploration in the past has been very largely circumscribed by the
 traditional routes of trade and transport; that is, by those rivers

 and lakes which are known to make fairly easy and continuous

 routes. This has led to the biological exploration only of narrow

 strips of territory immediately along the routes of travel. Such a

 state of affairs led Dr. Charles Camsell, in 1916, to estimate that

 fully 28%o of the whole continental area of Canada remained com-
 pletely unexplored. Needless to say, most of this was in the north-

 ern part of the Dominion. A good illustration of the enormous
 gaps in our knowledge of plant distribution is to be found in the

 Mackenzie Mountain region visited by the present writer in 1939.

 The Mackenzie Mountains are reckoned as the largest single moun-

 tain system in Canada. They occupy an area approximately 300
 miles wide and 500 to 800 miles long, depending upon how far we
 carry them into the plateaus to the northwestward. They reach
 elevations now estimated at some 9,000 to 12,000 feet, and are
 extremely varied in rock formations and local climates. Neverthe-
 less, except for a few collections made on their southeastern fringes
 where they come near the Mackenzie River, no plants had ever been
 collected in them until the summer of 1939.

 The number of trained and discerning plant collectors that have
 gone into boreal America is surprisingly small in view of the great

 number of specimens that have been brought back. Most of the
 collections have been made by people who had to sandwich their
 botanical work into a host of other duties, and who were not espe-
 cially trained to distinguish different kinds of plants in the field.
 No stigma can be attached to individual collectors for this. Many
 of them have made remarkable contributions in spite of handicaps.
 Nevertheless, the present state of our knowledge of boreal American
 floras shows all too clearly the effects of the system. It is not un-
 usual to recieve a beautifully selected and preserved collection of
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 plants from some arctic traveller, perhaps numbering in the hun-
 dreds of specimens, but with scarcely a single grass, rush, sedge or
 willow in the lot. Polunin's recent catalogue of eastern arctic

 vascular plants ('40) lists 297 species of which over a third (102
 spp.) are in these four families. Such a collection, therefore, leaves
 about a third of the flora totally unrepresented. Polunin lists about
 100 collectors who brought plants from his area between 1818 and

 1937, with existing specimens totalling at least 50,000 sheets. Per-
 haps a dozen of these collectors could have been expected to gather

 gramineous plants and willows as thoroughly as they did other

 groups, and probably no more than half that number were thor-
 oughly trained botanical field men.

 In addition, then, to the acute need for filling in entirely blank

 spots on the botanical map, there is the necessity for trained col-
 lectors in nearly all parts of the north.

 Most of boreal America is characterized by vast expanses of abso-

 lute wilderness in which there are almost no inhabitants. Trans-
 portation facilities are still primitive although time and distance are

 rapidly being annihilated by air travel. One must go prepared for
 a much greater degree of independence than is necessary in many of
 the warmer, more densely populated parts of the earth; for labor is
 not easy to acquire, and except in a few favored localities, food

 supplies can be wrested from the country itself only with consider-
 able time and effort. Botanical work must be done during the short
 open season in which spring, summer and autumn are telescoped.
 In most parts of the north the mosquito and fly plague must be
 reckoned with as of prime importance in this summer activity.
 Those who have not actually experienced the mosquitoes and flies
 of the northern wilderness can have no conception of the extent to
 which they condition efficient field study.

 In many parts of the world it is feasible to employ good local

 collectors, thus saving the cost of expensive expeditions. This has
 never been possible in our region except in a few cases where mis-

 sionaries or other Europeans with the requisiie interest in such
 matters have become established. The scattered native Indians, liv-

 ing largely by the chase, have never developed a local knowledge of
 plant life comparable to that found in warmer climates.

 The best known part of the arctic archipelago, from a botanical
 viewpoint, is probably Ellesmere Island. This is due chiefly to the
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 efforts of H. G. Simmons, botanist to the Second Norwegian
 "Fram" Expedition (1898-1902). Simmons published a flora of
 Ellesmereland in 1906; and in 1913 he published a comprehensive
 survey of the flora and its distribution in the whole archipelago.
 In addition to his own material, this was based upon miscellaneous
 collections from the long series of exploring expeditions which, in
 their search for the elusive northwest passage, had made most of the
 arctic coast lines well known long before the continental interior

 had been touched. Simmons' work has remained the most useful

 account of the American arctic flora until the very recent publication
 (1940) of Dr. Nicholas Polunin's catalogue of the vascular plants
 of the Canadian eastern arctic. This catalogue not only brings up
 to date the listing of available specimens, but also contains an ex-
 haustive survey of both exploratory and taxonomic literature. It
 includes among many others the materials accumulated from the

 recent field work of the "Fifth Thule" Expedition (1921-4), of
 J. D. Soper in Baffin Island (1923-31), of M. 0. Malte at various
 points along the route of the Government Arctic Patrol (1927-8,
 1933), of G. M. Sutton on Southhampton Island (1930), of Dr.
 David Potter on Baffin Island (1937), and of Polunin's own collec-
 tions from Akpatok Island in 1931 ('34) and on the Eastern Arctic
 Patrols of 1934 and 1936. The area covered lies north of lat. 600
 and east of long. 950, except for Axel Heiberg Island, Boothia
 Peninsula and the inland parts of Keewatin.

 The eastern Labrador coast has been the object of several expedi-
 tions during recent years, and a series of botanical collections have
 been made and have found their way into herbaria and published
 papers. Wetmore ('23), Woodworth ('27), Bishop ('30), Abbe
 ('36, '38) and Potter (see Polunin, '40) have all made contribu-
 tions in this field, and Abbe has published a rather comprehensive
 review of phytogeographic problems met with in his work.

 The Hudson Bay coast of the Labrador Peninsula is not nearly so
 well known as the outer coast. Incidental collections by travellers
 and surveyors are the basis of most of the published botanical infor-
 mation available (see J. M. Macoun, '96). Recent field work, how-
 ever, the results of which are still unpublished, will undoubtedly
 improve the situation considerably. Dr. and Mrs. E. C. Abbe spent
 the season of 1939 at Richmond Gulf where they made large collec-
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 tions. They also collected at Great Whale River and on the Belcher

 Islands (Abbe, '39). Material from the Belcher Islands was

 gathered by J. K. Doutt in the summer of 1938. Collections were

 made by O'Neill and Dutilly on the west coast of Labrador and on

 the Ottawa and Sleeper Islands in 1939.

 The interior of the peninsula remains almost completely unknown

 botanically, and is one of the largest gaps in our knowledge of boreal

 floras. Plants collected in the Lake Melville and Hamilton Inlet

 regions by R. H. Wetmore in 1921 ('23), and those by Dr. Mar-

 garet Doutt on a trip to Grand Falls and Sandgirt Lake in 1939

 (unpublished) are among the few specimens available from this

 vast region. The scanty earlier records were summarized by J. M.

 Macoun ('96).

 The only thorough study of plant communities in eastern arctic

 Canada of which the writer is aware is that of Polunin on Akpatok
 Island ('35). A good general description of vegetation in the arctic

 archipelago and the Labrador peninsula was published by Ekblaw

 in 1926.

 In spite of much travel along the shores of James Bay, only a

 small part has been thoroughly botanized. With the exception of

 Dr. David Potter's collections in 1929, most of our knowledge is

 from a few miscellaneous collections by surveyors. Dr. Doutt has

 collections made in 1935 on the Twin Islands, Manitounuk Islands,
 at the mouth of Moose River and at Great Whale River. Potter

 worked along the southern shores, from Eastmain River to Moose

 Factory, on Charlton Island, and along Moose River (Potter, '34).

 His studies on the distribution of estuarine plants on this coast ('32)

 will be noted in another part of the paper. His publications contain

 adequate bibliographies of earlier investigations in his district.

 The studies of Fr. Marie-Victorin and his colleagues ('35, '38) in

 southern Quebec lie outside the scope of the present paper, but con-

 tinued reference will be made to those phases of them that touch

 upon broader geographic problems. The same may be said of M. L.
 Fernald's work in Newfoundland and the Maritime Provinces ('11,

 '18, '21, '24, '25, '26b, '29, '31, '33), which has so strongly influenced
 all thought in boreal phytogeography.

 A few localities on the west coast of Hudson Bay have been
 visited repeatedly, but published accounts of its flora are meager and
 not up to date except for the portion north of lat. 600. The latter is
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 included in Polunin's catalogue ('40). Most of the detailed floristic
 knowledge available is still in the form of lists published by earlier
 travellers and surveyors (J. M. Macoun, '11). The southwest
 coast of the Bay is now easily accessible by rail from Lake Winne-
 peg, and should very soon become better known. Malte and
 Polunin have both collected in the Churchill district, which is visited
 yearly by the Government Arctic Patrol boat; and in 1931 A. E.
 Porsild worked in that region. Porsild also made extensive collec-
 tions inland to the west and northwest, as far as the Yathkyed Lake
 Basin and down Kazan River to Baker Lake (A. E. Porsild, '37a).
 None of these recent collections has been published upon. Johansen
 ('33; see also St6rmer, '33) collected in the Churchill district in
 1929; and the members of the Danish Fifth Thule Expedition of
 1921-24 made collections there as well as in the interior of Keewatin

 (See Gr0ntved, '36). A small collection was made in this region in
 1932 by Giissow ('33).

 The inland regions south and southwest of Hudson Bay are
 among the most travelled parts of the Canadian wilderness, yet
 detailed floristic and vegetational knowledge of them is still lacking.
 They contain the early trade routes from Hudson Bay into Lake
 Winnipeg, the Saskatchewan Basin, and the whole northwest
 country of "Rupert's Land" and "New Caledonia," yet the number
 of botanical specimens in our herbaria from the whole region of
 northern Ontario and northern Manitoba (except for the Hudson
 Bay coast) is trifling. Much of the country is now rather easily
 reached, either by the railroad northeast from the E'as or by another
 rail line from Cochrane to Moosonee. The latter was used in 1932
 by a party under L. A. Kenoyer who has published a brief survey of
 plant formations along the route ('40). A great deal of our floristic
 knowledge of the northern part of the Lake Winnipeg district still
 rests upon collections of Richardson in 1819-27, of Bourgeau in
 1857-9, and of John Macoun. Much of northwestern Manitoba
 and northern Saskatchewan, although far more accessible than many
 parts of the north, are almost completely unknown botanically.
 Recent work at the University of Saskatchewan under Professor
 W. P. Fraser, and by a few private collectors such as A. J. Breitung
 at McKague, Saskatchewan, and G. H. Turner at Fort Saskatche-
 wan, bid fair to improve the situation. Prince Albert National
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 Park in Saskatchewan should be an excellent starting point for

 botanical survey work in the northern parts of this province.

 Hulten has suggested, on evidence derived from a few peculiar

 plant ranges, "that during the last glaciation a refugium must have

 existed in the neighborhood of the southern end of Hudson Bay,

 although not very many species survived on it" ('37b, p. 77). No

 such refuge has been discovered. Other evidence that might point

 to such a possibility is the occurrence of a group of endemics in

 northwestern Saskatchewan, to be discussed below.

 The only recent general descriptions of western Canadian arctic

 and subarctic plant communities are those of Preble ('08, '26) and

 Harshberber ('11). The latter depended largely upon Preble's

 material gathered in the early 1900's. Preble's remarkable papers

 ('02, '08) describing his biological reconnaissance in the Hudson

 Bay region and the Mackenzie basin are indispensable to anyone

 who contemplates botanical exploration there. They contain large

 bibliographies and comprehensive digests of all the information on

 natural features available at the time of their publication.

 Until the collections of A. E. Porsild and of the Thule Expedition,

 already noted, the flora of the interior of Keewatin and eastern

 Mackenzie was unknown except for a few specimens gathered by

 surveyors or other travellers. The most important of these were

 brought back by the geologists, J. B. and J. W. Tyrrell, between

 1887 and 1900 (J. B. Tyrrell, '96, '97; J. W. Tyrrell, '98, '01), from

 their survey routes between Athabaska and Great Slave Lakes on

 the west and Hudson Bay on the east. A recently published bio-
 logical survey of the Thelon Game Sanctuary by C. H. D. Clarke

 ('40), while primarily zoological, contains excellent notes on the

 general distribution of plant communities. Notes on grazing con-

 ditions in the Thelon country, chiefly in connection with the preser-

 vation of the musk-oxen, were published by Hoare in 1930. Exist-

 ing floristic knowledge of such parts of this area as lie in the Lock-

 hart River basin east of Great Slave Lake is included in the present

 writer's catalogue of plants in the Athabaska-Great Slave Lake
 region ('36b).

 Northern Mackenzie, including Great Bear Lake, has been better
 known than other parts of the northern interior. This is due

 largely to the fact that some of the early exploring expeditions
 wintered on Great Bear Lake or in the upper Coppermine region,
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 and consequently had more opportunity to accumulate botanical

 material. Most of the western arctic and subarctic material listed

 in Hooker's classic "Flora Boreali-Americana" came from this re-

 gion and from the western arctic coast of Canada. The incom-

 pleteness of our botanical knowledge of it, however, is attested by

 the wealth of new facts turned up by A. E. and R. T. Porsild in

 recent years. These men made extensive collections in Alaska and

 northwestern Mackenzie between 1926 and 1935 while engaged in

 reindeer grazing reconnaissance (Porsild, '29). They travelled

 over much of the country between the Mackenzie and Anderson

 Rivers and in the Great Bear Lake basin. A. E. Porsild has re-

 cently published the results of his Alaskan collecting ('39) ; and his

 flora of western arctic Canada is nearly completed. He has also

 published a useful pamphlet on the edible wild plants of northern

 Canada ('37b). Botanical knowledge of the western arctic coast

 of Canada was brought up to date by J. M. Macoun ('21), Theodore

 Holm ('21, '22), and Fritz Johansen ('24) in publications arising

 from the Canadian Arctic Expedition of 1913-18. More recent

 material will be included, of course, in Mr. Porsild's forthcoming

 work.

 Excellent gardens have been kept in the Mackenzie basin for

 many years, some of them dating from the earliest days of the fur

 trade. Root crops and potatoes do particularly well, though many

 varieties of vegetables are also successfully grown. Wild hay is
 abundant in many localities where stock can be wintered without

 difficulty. Good descriptions of the far northern gardens have been

 published in recent years by W. D. Albright, of the Beaverlodge
 Experiment Station ('33a & b, '37).

 The writer began botanical survey work in the Athabaska-Great

 Slave Lake region in 1926, and has spent, in all, eight seasons in the
 central and southern parts of the Mackenzie basin. Six of these

 were devoted to the region immediately around the large lakes, and

 to the upland country of the Wood Buffalo Park, west of the Slave

 River. One summer was spent on the Peace River, from the Rocky
 Mountains to Lake Athabaska, and another in the Mackenzie Moun-

 tains west of the Mackenzie River and north of the Liard. The first

 purpose of this work has been to accumulate material for a floristic

 study; and the second, to describe and attempt to interpret the plant
 communities observed. Catalogues of the vascular floras of the
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 Peace and upper Liard River regions, the Wood Buffalo Park, and

 the region of the large lakes have been published ('34, '35, '36b),

 along with descriptions of vegetational features in the first two. A

 discussion of plant communities in the lake country is in preparation.
 Range conditions in the Wood Buffalo Park have been described in

 a separate paper (33b). The catalogues have included not only the
 writer's own collections and notes but also those of earlier collectors

 such as Richardson ('23, '51), Kennicott, Taylor, Preble ('08),
 Seton ('11) and Tyrrell ('98, '01), in the lake country; and J. M.
 Macoun, G. M. Dawson ('81), and Mrs. Mary G. Henry in the
 Peace and upper Liard country. In spite of several field seasons

 in this region, botanical exploration is hardly more than begun.

 The situation is summarized in the introduction to the list of plants
 in the lake country: "As a result of the difficulties of transport, espe-

 cially in the country which does not lie immediately along the great

 rivers or lake shores, any detailed studies of natural history are

 bound to be greatly limited in geographic scope. In attempting
 generalizations, therefore, on the ranges of species or vegetations,
 it must be borne in mind constantly that there are vast inland areas

 which are virtually unknown biologically, and that many of these

 areas are terra incognita as well to the geologist and topographer.
 With very few exceptions the data upon which the . . . studies
 have been based were gathered from the marginal strips. The only

 hinterlands which have been examined with any degree of care are
 in the Wood Buffalo Park" ('36b, p. 180).

 It will be seen at once that problems of pure botanical exploration
 in this region are on every hand. The finding of scattered areas of

 calcareous and magnesian rocks in the Canadian Shield, with their
 specialized floras, will add zest to future projects. The isolated or

 "peninsular" Cretaceous plateaus such as the Birch, Caribou and
 Horn Mountains, the Buffalo Head, Naylor, and Cameron Hills are
 almost entirely unexplored, and can be counted on to furnish inter-
 esting range extensions and possibly some novelties. There is some

 evidence that the Caribou Mountains were not so heavily glaciated
 as the surrounding country.

 Large sections of northern Alberta, most of the northern half of

 British Columbia, and most of the vast wilderness between the
 Yukon and Mackenzie Rivers are botanical blind spots. The
 writer's experience in the Mackenzie Mountains has already been
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 noted, and it must be remembered that only a single locality was

 visited in the season of 1939. Mrs. Mary G. Henry's collections

 in northern British Columbia in 1931-1935 ('33, '34) are the largest

 to date from that region except those of the writer and E. C. Abbe

 in the Peace River Rockies. A sizeable collection was also made

 in the upper Peace country by Roy Graham ('34) in 1930. The

 botany of much of the upper Liard region is known only from the

 collections made by the geologist, G. M. Dawson, in 1879 and 1887

 ('81, '88). The recent clarification of the topographic significance

 of the "Liard Gap" (Camsell, '36) and its probable biological signifi-

 cance (R. M. Anderson, '37), have rendered this whole district
 acutely interesting from a biogeographic standpoint. Valuable col-

 lections have been made in central Alberta during recent years by

 A. H. Brinkman and E. H. Moss. The latter has made notable

 contributions to knowledge of the plant communities of central

 Alberta, particularly in the region of the parkland and poplar areas
 (Moss, '32) ; and together with Lewis and Dowding, has described

 in detail the bog forests of the region ('28).

 There are large parts of boreal America in which there are yet no

 introduced plants. Noting the first appearance of such plants and

 tracing their subsequent migrations become fascinating pursuits for
 botanical observers and collectors. The most valuable contribution
 to this subject in our region is the work of Mr. Herbert Groh ('37).
 Some years ago he initiated a weed survey in the recently opened
 Peace River agricultural district, the plan being to make a census
 at the end of every five years.

 The coastal region of British Columbia is somewhat better known
 than much of the interior because of the earlier exploring expedi-
 tions, but here as elsewhere in the north, thorough collecting will
 undoubtedly yield a wealth of new material. Dr. G. N. Jones' forth-
 coming flora of the northwest coast will summarize most of the
 existing data from this region. Papers by Whitford and Craig
 ('18) and by Caverhill ('26) contain general descriptions of British
 Columbia Forests. Strand and dune floras of the Pacific Coast have
 recently been studied by Cooper ('36).

 Early Russian exploring expeditions laid the groundwork for the
 botany of the Alaskan coast, and it was later enlarged materially by
 the Harriman Alaskan Expedition. Throughout the long period of
 exploration, mining and settlement in Alaska, botanical material has
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 been accumulating, mostly at the National Museum in Washington.

 Collections by Miss Alice Eastwood and R. S. Williams in the upper
 Yukon have added substantially. A few of these collections have

 found their way into print but a comprehensive Alaskan flora has

 never been published. A. E. Porsild's recent list ('39) is probably
 the best record to date of the vascular plants of the interior. Dr.
 Eric Hulten of Lund published an excellent "Flora of the Aleutian

 Islands" in 1937 ('37a) and has begun a general study of the vascu-

 lar flora of Alaska. He was in this country for several months in
 1938 gathering notes and borrowing large numbers of specimens for

 the project. It is to be hoped that this much-needed addition to our

 boreal floras will soon be published. Meanwhile specimens continue

 to come in, especially since the opening of better roads in the interior.

 What can be done by way of exploration is evidenced by the extra-
 ordinary collections of willows by Dr. W. A. Setchell (Ball, '40),
 and by the material gathered by Miss Edith Scamman ('40).

 The most extensive studies of plant communities in Alaska are

 those of Cooper at Glacier Bay ('23, '31a, '31b, '37), and of Griggs
 in the Katmai district ('33, '34b, '36). A brief general description
 of the vegetation has been published by Osgood ('26).

 Only recently have the major phytogeographic regions in Alavska
 begun to emerge. Dr. Hulten (37b) has shown that the unglaciated
 Yukon valley must be contrasted with the surrounding mountain
 masses and plateaus which were affected by local glaciation. To a
 large extent these upper levels remain botanically unexplored.
 Hulten's phytogeographic studies, based in the Bering Sea region,
 seem destined to have a profound influence upon all of boreal Ameri-

 can phytogeography, and will be dealt with in some detail in another
 part of this paper.

 PHYSIOGRAPHIC HISTORY

 Boreal America, as defined in this paper, involves an extremely
 varied arrangement of topographic forms and climates. The out-
 standing features of this arrangement are fairly well known, and
 some correlations with the broader aspects of plant life may be
 drawn at the outset; but physiographic problems arising out of in-
 complete exploration and hypothetical interpretations of known de-
 tails render the path of detailed botanical correlations, in both time
 and space, a thorny one. The significance of the mountain systems
 in contrast to the broad interior plateaus with all their attendant
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 modifications of soil, slope and climate, is at once clear as one travels

 through the region or examines the details of the flora and its distri-
 bution. The botanist who selects an area for special reconnaissance
 or intensive study, however, soon finds himself lost in a maze of

 problems concerning the origin, age, and stage of development of the

 land surfaces with which he is dealing. Those parts of the region
 in which the requisite interpretations have been made by geologists
 or topographers are so rare and scattered that the botanist either

 must be content with no physiographic correlations at all, or must
 become an amateur physiographer and look for his own solutions.

 Economic exigencies have limited most of the geological survey
 work in the north to bedrock. Although this has set the stage for
 physiographic problems, it has done little toward their solution.
 The few exceptions to this general rule are mooring stakes to which
 the botanist can attach himself and acquire a little confidence in his
 own attempts at interpretation. G. M. Dawson's writings on the
 superficial geology of the cordilleran and central plains regions ('75,
 '78, '81b, '91), though outmoded in many of their interpretations,
 contain a mass of botanically useful material. J. B. Tyrrell's works
 on the Pleistocene history of the Canadian Shield ('96, '97, '98)
 have formed the geologic basis for many of the broader phytogeo-
 graphic conclusions of such botanists as Simmons, Holm and Fer-
 nald. Likewise, studies of the Pleistocene in eastern Canada by
 A. P. Coleman ('21, '22, '26), Robert Chalmers ('95, '05), Robert
 Bell ('63, '84), F. J. Alcock ('24) and others have been drawn upon
 heavily by Fernald and his students. Short papers on post-glacial
 lakes and recent sedimentation in the Mackenzie basin by A. E.

 Cameron ('22) and E. M. Kindle ('18), respectively, have proved
 invaluable for botanical studies in that region. Capps' studies ('32)
 of the glacial geology of Alaska will likewise prove useful to bota-
 nists working on northwestern phytogeography.

 Overshadowing most other considerations in this field is the his-
 tory of the Pleistocene. The changes wrought not only by the
 destruction of masses of vegetation, but also by the rearranging of
 soils, topography and climates are inseparable from the history and
 present distribution of plants. It will be impossible to discuss the
 problems involved here in any but the most general terms since, as
 noted above, they have been reduced to the specific in very few cases.
 After a brief resume of the present concepts of the Pleistocene as
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 they apply to America, the writer will outline some of the questions
 that have arisen in his own work in the Mackenzie basin.

 Dawson refused to accept the thesis of most modern glacial geolo-
 gists that the surface deposits of the northern Great Plains were laid

 by a continental ice sheet. He thought the material was brought

 by ice-rafts in a body of shallow water ('91). Almost no recent

 student has clung to this view, although Scharff was inclined to

 doubt the continuity of the great glaciers ('12). An organization

 of Pleistocene events in boreal America was first set up by J. B.

 Tyrrell after his extensive travels on the Canadian Shield ('98).

 Using the bearings of striae and the arrangement of deposited ma-
 terial as data, he concluded that the center of ice formation and

 spread first appeared in the northern cordilleran region and subse-

 quently in the Keewatin district west of Hudson Bay. Thence it
 moved southward to a certain extent and later appeared in 'the

 Labrador Peninsula where it had a tendency to move northward.

 By this arrangement, all of boreal America was not covered at once,

 so that plants could live and move in the west while there was yet

 ice over the east. Simmons proposed a chronology in the post-

 glacial migration of plants into the arctic archipelago on this basis

 ('13), and Fernald utilized it in accounting for certain types of dis-

 rupted ranges ('25).

 Earlier concepts held that the ice sheets were completely destruc-

 tive over the whole area of boreal America at one time or another;
 but more recent studies indicate that there were ice-free areas which

 may have served as refugia during at least parts of the Pleistocene.

 Such areas have been recognized about the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
 notably in the Gaspe Peninsula, possibly in the Torngat Mountains

 of northern Labrador, the well known "driftless area" in Wisconsin,

 possibly a few localities about the upper Great Lakes, parts of the

 northern Rocky Mountains and the Yukon Valley, and the northern

 part of Queen Charlotte Island. Also, it is generally conceded that
 most of the arctic archipelago was not glaciated. As will be noted
 in other parts of this paper, the actual availability of some of these
 areas for plant life during the ice advance is still controversial.

 The botanical significance of Pleistocene changes in marine shore
 lines should also be noted. It is thought that the storage of water in

 the glaciers exposed large parts of the continental shelf in the arctic,
 the Bering Sea region, and on our eastern coasts. These lands
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 could have served as havens of refuge and routes of migration dur-

 ing the maximum expansions of the ice (Hulten, '37b). The cur-

 rent studies of Mr. Lincoln Washburn on the ancient shore lines of

 Victoria Island will doubtless greatly improve our knowledge of
 changes in that region.

 More recent students of American Pleistocene chronology, notably

 Antevs, have modified the sequence outlined by Tyrrell (Antevs,

 '25, '28, '34, '36, '38). The effects upon our concepts of floristic

 and vegetational development are not yet clear in all their details,

 but the recent work of Hulten will go a long way toward making the

 necessary readjustment. Hulten's summary of the aspects of cur-

 rent geologic thought that are biologically most significant is as
 follows:

 "To sum up, we know that, since the Tertiary period, at least

 three, probably four glacial periods, separated by warmer inter-
 glacial intervals, have passed over the boreal belt of the globe.

 There can hardly be any doubt that the glacial periods were synchro-
 nous, at least all over the northern hemisphere. ...

 "The extension of the ice-sheets of each separate glaciation is not

 yet known with accuracy, and it is likewise uncertain whether the

 ice vanished completely during the interglacials. The extension of

 the last glaciation in Europe is well known, as also the rate, time and
 mode of its retreat. Another important feature is also approxi-
 mately known, viz., the maximal extension of the glaciation. That

 one warm, long interglacial has existed before the maximal glaci-
 ation is also clear. The knowledge of these groups of facts is the
 most important information we have to rely on in dealing with the
 problems of the origin and development of the boreal flora" ('37b,

 p. 31). Discussion of Hulten's botanical correlations with these
 events will be found in the section on the origin and geographic dis-
 tribution of the flora.

 In recent years, Antevs has proposed a modification of the se-
 quence of events in the last, or Wisconsin, glaciation. This is made
 to include the Iowan period. From a phytogeographic standpoint
 Antevs' sequence is notable for a late rejuvenation of the Keewatin-
 Cordilleran ice. The chronological order, according to him, is as
 follows ('38) : "a) an early glacial climax of the combined Cordil-
 leran and Keewatin ice sheets west of Hudson Bay and the Great
 Lakes, called the Iowan; b) a general culmination of the Labrador
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 ice sheet in northeastern North America including the Great Lakes

 region, usually divided into the Tazewell and Carey substages; c) a

 climax of the Patrician ice sheet in Wisconsin and Minnesota, called

 the Early Mankato; and d) a rejuvenation and second culmination

 of the Cordilleran and Keewatin ice sheets in northwestern North

 America, called the Late Mankato. Contemporaneously with the
 Iowan and Late Mankato there were glacial climaxes in the moun-

 tains of western United States called the Tahoe and Tioga glacia-

 tions in the Sierra Nevada".

 Studies of flora and plant communities in the central part of the

 Mackenzie basin give considerable evidence that the plant cover is

 exceedingly young (Raup, '30, '33a). Much of the vegetation looks

 as though it were in the process of being formed. It has always

 been difficult to reconcile this with the theory of a regular progres-

 sion of glacial episodes from west to east, so that a late rejuvenation

 of the ice in the Keewatin district is especially acceptable.

 Of scarcely less importance than the actual removal and deposi-

 tion of material by the ice, at least in the Mackenzie basin, are the

 post-glacial lakes which covered enormous sections of the country.

 Normal drainage to the north was stopped by barriers of ice or till

 so that the waters of such major streams as the Athabaska, Peace

 and Liard Rivers were impounded to great depths. The ancient

 shore lines of these lakes were noted years ago by the Canadian

 geologists. They were named "hyper-glacial" lakes by J. B. Tyr-

 rell ('96) who found themn to be of wide occurrence in parts of the

 Canadian Shield. Cameron has described a series of them in the
 Athabaska-Great Slave Lake country ('22), having shore lines up

 to 1600 ft. above sea-level (the present level of Lake Athabaska is

 about 590 ft.). Rutherford has described broad expanses of glacio-

 lacustrine soils at elevations of 2000 ft. or more in the Peace River

 agricultural region ('30).

 In spite of the long time since they were first recognized, we have

 only the haziest ideas on the extent of these lakes. Even allowing

 for a certain amount of isostatic readjustment of surfaces after the

 retreat of the ice, one needs only to examine a map showing the
 general topography of the region to recognize their significance in

 post-glacial affairs. We know still less about how long they lasted.

 Rutherford states that even the higher ones, in the Peace River

 region, remained long enough to accumulate "upwards of 200 feet
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 in places of fine textured muds". At any rate, the history of plant
 life in a large part, if not most, of the southern two-thirds of the
 Mackenzie basin must be reckoned as "post-lacustrine" rather than
 merely post-glacial. The writer has suggested elsewhere ('34)

 that similar conditions probably occur in the Winnipeg basin and in
 the valleys and plains drained by its western tributaries.

 The lakes did not all drain off gradually, for definite systems of

 shore lines can be recognized on the slopes of the Cretaceous plateau
 remnants that dot the region. There is some evidence that the

 lacustrine soils of the lower surfaces have not developed their profiles
 so far as those at 2000 feet (Raup, '34). Plant life could invade the
 region, therefore, by stages, the duration and dating of which are
 quite unknown. Furthermore, we do not know whether the process
 is still going on. Great Bear, Great Slave, and Athabaska lakes are

 of course lined with ancient shores, the higher ones reaching hun-
 dreds of feet above the present levels and the lower ones in a con-

 tinuous series with the modern beaches. No one has ever examined
 these shores, many of which could be traced for many miles, for
 evidence of crustal readjustment. Bent water planes have been
 detected around the Great Lakes, and probably occur also in the
 north.

 There is some evidence that permanent changes of level have
 occurred within historic times or have become a part of aboriginal
 legend. When Mackenzie set out from Chipewyan in 1792 on his

 journey up the Peace River he went into the Peace by way of Lake
 Claire and Pine River, a route through the delta which his been out
 of use for many years. In fact, there is now no water connection
 between Lake Claire (in the Peace-Athabaska delta) and the Peace
 River, which would indicate considerable shifting of water levels
 since Mackenzie's time. Anyone using the route now would have
 to make one or more portages, but Mackenzie mentions no portage,
 nor is there one shown on his map. It is possible that this change
 is due to sedimentation and shifting of channels, but it could also be
 effected by a lowering of the outlets below.

 King's narrative of his travels through the Lockhart basin ('36)
 contains an Indian legend to the effect that Great Slave and Artillery
 Lakes were once connected by a narrow strait with gentle current,
 and that the change to present conditions occurred rather suddenly.
 Ross reported a somewhat similar legend applied to the western end
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 of Great Slave Lake, where the opening of the Mackenzie River and

 the drainage of a larger lake was recounted as occurring cataclismi-

 cally ('62). Critchell-Bullock ('30) records a conversation with

 an Indian at Stony Island, Great Slave Lake, in which he was told

 "that fifty years or so ago it was possible to pass through the centre

 of the island by canoe. The centre now, however, stands at a height

 of several feet above the surface of the surrounding lake". J. W.

 Tyrrell's map of the eastern end of Great Slave Lake ('01) shows

 a part of the distal end of Fairchild Point as an island, though it is
 now joined to the peninsula by rocky ledges several feet high.

 Mention should be made of some local physiographic problems

 that are closely related to current botanical research. The develop-

 ment of plant communities on the shores of the larger lakes is con-

 ditioned by what appear to be periodic changes in lake levels, and

 by the phenomenon of ice-push. Although changes in level are

 known to occur, their periodicity remains to be investigated. Need-

 less to say, an understanding of such changes is essential before

 shore-line successions can be worked out.

 Ice-push is almost universal on the shores of the larger lakes

 except in protected embayments. The theories that have been pro-

 pounded to explain its effects are adequately summarized by Scott

 ('26). For our lakes the observations of J. B. Tyrrell ('lOa) indi-

 cate that the direct effects of expansion and contraction in the ice

 mass during the winter are of no consequence, and that the work

 on the shores is done during the spring break-up. As the ice melts

 it disappears first from the shores, leaving a lane of open water

 surrounding a central mass. This great block of ice is then blown

 this way and that on the lake, at the will of ordinary winds. It

 strikes one shore after another with prodigious force, driving even

 the heavier shore materials into ridges. Great boulders are often

 forced inland many yards, sometimes plowing a channel where they

 are shoved along. After the final disappearance of the ice the ridges

 which have been pushed up are left standing, or are modified by

 subsequent wave or wind action, depending upon the nature of their

 materials. If the materials are of large fragments of rock the ridges

 are apt to remain intact, but if they are of sand they will be worn

 down by subaerial erosion to only a fraction of their original size.

 To work out the history of the vegetation on any given shore,
 therefore, it is necessary to know in what period it stands in the
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 cycle, if there be a cycle, of changes in level; and to know how much

 of the existing formation of the shore is due to be eliminated by the
 next rise in level, or by winds, waves and ice-push.

 There are great ridge systems composed of sand or of heavy rock

 fragments on the south side of Lake Athabaska which appear too

 large to have been formed by ice-push. Ridges of heavy, angular

 rocks have been observed near Poplar Pt. which are 20 or more feet
 high and of regular contours. They are roughly parallel to the

 present shore system and appear to be topographically related to it.

 It may be that they are part of some morainic system, but the rocks

 do not look to be of glacial origin. The high sand ridges which
 margin the shore on either side of William Pt. constitute another

 enigma. They are much too high and massive to have been pushed

 up by lake ice. It is suggested either that they are barrier beaches

 formed off shore entirely by wave action during a long period of
 emergence, or that they are barrier beaches which have in some way
 been accentuated by ice-push. We cannot hope to understand the

 development of plant life on these anomalous shore forms until far
 more is known of their history.

 The sand dune country south of Lake Athabaska has never been

 examined by a physiographer, and was scarcely known to exist

 until the last few years. In one area alone, south of William Pt.,
 there are about 200 square miles of open shifting dunes. So far as

 is known, all of the moving sand is at or near the present shore of

 the lake; but fixed, or fossilized dunes may be seen far inland. The
 sand is derived from a pre-Cambrian sandstone which is widespread
 in the upland country south of the lake, but how far inland the

 ancient dunes are to be found is still conjectural. It is not impos-

 sible that a precarious plant habitat consisting of shifting sand has
 existed on the south side of "Hyper-Athabaska Lake" for a very

 long period, moving northward as the actual shore of the lake re-

 ceded in that direction. A rational explanation of the development

 of plant communities in the sandy country awaits some sort of

 description of its history in post-glacial time. The problem is

 accentuated by the fact that the modern dunes harbor a group of
 distinctive plants, some of them apparently endemic (Raup, '36b).

 A brief discussion of pond floras in the Athabaska-Great Slave
 Lake region will be found in another part of this paper, but it should
 be noted here that the problems of origin and arrangement of the
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 ponds are basic considerations. The actual number of small bodies

 of water, especially on the Canadian Shield, is almost incredible.

 This is now being realized fully for the first time, due to recent aerial

 photographic mapping. A glance at the new maps (Nat'l Topog.

 Series) will show that the ponds are arranged in patterns and series
 which are apparently correlated with old drainage systems and rock

 formations not entirely obliterated by the Pleistocene ice. If we

 superimpose upon these patterns a vertical dimension which will
 involve periods of time during which the larger lakes have been

 receding from parts of the region, we get a series of problems in the

 sequence of development among pond habitats. This is an open
 field for investigation. The writer has toyed with it to a certain

 extent in some of the upland portions of the Wood Buffalo Park
 ('35, pp. 12-14, 41), but the pre-Cambrian country, in which the
 lake systems are much more highly developed, has not been touched.

 Finally, some note should be made of the Cretaceous plateaus

 that lie east of the northern Rocky Mountains. J. A. Allan could

 find no evidence of glaciation on the tops of the Swan Hills south

 of ILesser Slave Lake ('19), and the present writer has found soils

 on the eastern edge of the Caribou Mountain Plateau which appear
 to have been weathered in situ from the underlying rocks ('35). If
 these areas and others like them can be proved to have come un-

 scathed through at least the later episodes of the Pleistocene, then
 they are in the category of possible refugia for plant life, and should
 be examined with care for any light they may throw upon the distri-
 bution of the flora. Many of the more southern plateaus are now
 easily accessible, but more northern ones such as the Cameron Hills,

 the Horn Mountains, and parts of the Caribou Mountains can be
 reached easily only by air.

 The phases of physiographic change having to do with ground
 frost will be found in the discussion of plant communities.

 CLIMATE

 For discussion of the broader aspects of boreal American climates

 the reader is referred to three comparatively recent works. The
 first is "The Climates of North America," by Ward and Brooks
 ('36); and the second, "The Canadian Climate" by C. E. Koeppe
 ('31). Ward and Brooks' paper deals with all of the continent
 except Canada, which is the subject of a later publication in the
 same series by the Canadian climatologist, A. J. Connor ('38).
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 Although Canada is not treated in detail by Ward and Brooks, a
 series of general climatic maps for all of the continent are contained

 in their paper. These maps were prepared with the collaboration

 of Connor, and have also been published separately (Brooks and

 Connor, '36). Koeppe's book is concerned entirely with Canadian
 climate, and is based upon a large mass of data gleaned from many

 sources.

 There is no occasion here for descriptions of known climatic phe-
 nomena, either general or local, in our region. The climates of

 various parts of the area have been noted in more or less detail by
 various writers, and are readily available. The following may be

 consulted in this connection: Labrador Coast, Abbe ('36); Gulf of

 St. Lawrence region, Marie-Victorin ('35) and Fernald ('25, '33);
 arctic archipelago, Simmons ('13); Canadian eastern arctic (gen-
 eral), Middleton ('35); Keewatin and northeastern Mackenzie,
 Blanchet ('30); Manitoba, Connor ('39); northern Mackenzie and
 parts of Keewatin, Porsild ('29, '37a); Thelon Game Sanctuary,
 Keewatin and Mackenzie, Clarke ('40); Wood Buffalo Park and
 Peace River regions, Raup ('34, '35); Western arctic Canada,
 Connor ('37); arctic regions (general) Nordenskjold ('28) and
 Mecking ('28); arctic Canada (general), Stupart ('28); Alaska,
 Edith M. Fitton, in Ward and Brooks ('36). This is by no means

 a complete list, but it will serve as a nucleus for reference.

 The scarcity and discontinuity of meteorological data from most

 parts of the north are the chief difficulties in the way of attempted

 botanical correlations with climate. There are a few old settlements

 along the main routes of travel in which records have been kept for

 many years; but there has been little uniformity either within the

 stations themselves or from one to another. Large centers of popu-

 lation or extensive agricultural developments which would have

 encouraged better meteorological observation are rare or non-exis-

 tent. In the Peace River country, where agriculture has been en-

 larging rapidly during the past 30 years, the writer found great

 difficulty in assembling comparable data from seven stations over a

 continuous period of ten years. For a large part of boreal America

 there are no climatic data whatever, or only the isolated observations
 of travellers or temporary residents. The geographic botanist,
 therefore, must be content with whatever outline of general climatic

 conditions can be pieced together from records at the nearest sta-
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 tions, and with the meager observations he can make for himself or

 get from other travellers before him.

 Effective methods for the study of local climates, even for short

 time intervals, have been greatly improved in recent years (Brooks,

 '31). An aneroid barometer, sling psychrometer, maximum and

 minimum thermometer, and pocket thermometer will yield a sur-

 prising amount of useful information about local conditions, particu-

 larly if two or more members of a field party can work together,

 making simultaneous records. For instance, the writer's max. and

 min. thermometer was kept in operation at Brintnell Lake, in the

 Mackenzie Mountains from June 17 to August 20. It was in open

 spruce forest at the shore of the lake, surrounded by high moun-

 tainous country. The maximum temperatures remained consis-

 tently low during the whole summer, rising above 800 F. on only

 3 days. For days on end it remained in the 60's, with but little

 diurnal fluctuation. New snow appeared above timber line as early

 as the 4th of August. But at no time during the summer did the

 minimum go below 320, and it reached this point only once, on Aug.

 6th. These figures suggest a cool, but equable climate in summer,

 and may prove significant in accounting for a local, relatively rich

 Canadian forest in an otherwise decidedly arctic situation. Records

 made at Simpson, 200 miles to the eastward, during the same period

 showed a much more continental climate with larger diurnal fluctu-

 ations.

 Frost data, as such, are not available for most of the region. To

 arrive at figures for the average frostless season one must rely upon
 the recorded minima which may or may not indicate effective frost.
 The town of Chipewyan on Lake Athabaska is situated on a long,

 gentle slope along the shore. The weather records have been kept

 for many years by the Hudson's Bay Company traders, the Anglican

 Missionaries, or the resident Government Doctors, all of whom have

 been situated near the upper end of the slope. Gardens at the lower

 end show the effects of killing frosts in the autumn long before they

 do so around the weather station. Evaporation data are practically

 non-existent for nearly all of the region.

 Certain isolated areas are known to have remarkably warm sum-

 mer climates, with an unfailing frostless season of considerable

 length. Some of these, situated on the shores of large lakes, may

 be due to a local ameliorating influence of the large bodies of water
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 (Raup, '35). Others, such as the Vermilion region on the lower
 Peace River are not so situated, yet they have been known as garden

 spots for many years. Still others, such as McMurray on the lower

 Athabaska River, are known to have extremely short growing sea-

 sons, though farther south. Similar local variations are common

 throughout boreal America, especially in regions of high relief; but

 their phytogeographic significance will be recognized only after a
 great deal more exploration has been accomplished.

 Several phases of the relations of northern plants to climate that
 have already been the subject of much investigation will only be

 mentioned here, though further discussion of some of them will be

 found in other parts of the paper. The ultimate causes for nanism

 and other structural adjustments still present challenging problems,

 particularly as they may be related to genetic selection among the
 plants. The relation of climate to the incidence of polyploidy and

 genetically increased vigor is now the subject of considerable re-

 search, and should throw light on many problems of boreal speciation

 and distribution. The telescoping of the northern seasons has been

 described repeatedly, but the actual mechanisms by which northern

 species manage to get through their reproductive cycles in such

 short periods are still obscure. A light climate involving continuous
 daylight during the growing season must involve physiological

 arrangements within the species quite unknown in temperate

 regions. Porsild ('37a) has recorded that Saxifraga oppositifolia,
 Draba alpina and Papaver radicatum in the American arctic will
 begin their season's growth, flower, and mature their seed, all in
 30 days.

 One of the most notable features of the arctic and subarctic regions
 is the slow rate of organic decay. Bacterial action is extremely

 slow, and consequently the sources of available nitrates as well as

 other salts are meager. Griggs has discussed this problem both in
 his studies of the Katmai volcanic region ('33) and in his notes on

 tundra vegetation ('34a). Polunin likewise has noted the deficiency

 of available nitrogen in the Akpatok habitats ('341'35). Plants
 that inhabit cold soils containing much raw humus must get along
 with the limited supply of soil nitrogen available, or they must have

 a way to utilize atmospheric nitrogen. The adjustments of northern
 plants to this end constitute a rich field of investigation. The pres-

 ent writer has observed the abundance of ray fungi, or "Strahlen-
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 pilze" in some northern soils. One of the more conspicuous of

 these, forming "knobs" on the roots of alders, is known to fix atmos-
 pheric nitrogen like the root nodules of the Leguminosae. They are

 also known to occur with the Elaeagnaceae, of which Shepherdia is
 extremely common in the north. The extent to which these organ-
 isms may go in solving the nitrogen problem for northern floras is
 unknown.

 ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE FLORA

 Speciation and Endemism

 No estimates of the total number of species in boreal America are
 at hand, but in general the flora is a relatively small one. There are
 probably not over a thousand species of vascular plants in the Mac-

 kenzie drainage basin east of the Rocky Mountains, and Polunin lists
 only 297 species in all of eastern arctic Canada north of lat. 600.
 Hulten counts 481 species on the Aleutian Islands and the western
 part of the Alaska Peninsula. Porsild lists 648 in his Alaskan col-
 lections, and estimates 750 in the Northwest Territories west of
 Hudson Bay. The number of native species in the range of Gray's
 Manual (7th ed.) is 3413.

 The numerical distribution of species within the families shows a
 somewhat higher percentage of grasses and grass-like plants (Gra-
 mineae, Cyperaceae, Juncaceae) than in temperate or tropical coun-
 tries. Within the range of Gray's Manual (7th ed.), for instance,
 about 20% of the native flora are in these families, while in Polunin's
 area nearly 30%o, and in western arctic Canada (Porsild, '37a) about
 25%o are to be so classified.

 Of far greater present significance than the above figures are the
 "quality" of boreal American species and their often discontinuous
 distribution. Many of our most knotty problems turn upon the
 fact that the plants show varying degrees of specific segregation,
 and that there are patterns in the geographic distribution of segre-
 gation. A large percentage of the boreal flora of America consists
 of what might be termed "fluid" species, with poorly defined struc-
 tural discontinuities between closely related ones. Any one who
 has struggled with the determination of northern specimens in such
 genera as Potamogeton, Bromus, Poa, Agropyron, Elymus, Cala-
 magrostis, several species complexes in Carex and Juncus, not to
 mention Salix, Rosa, Potentilla and miany other dicotyledons, will
 understand the meaning of the term "fluid." Polunin, in describing
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 his troubles with the extremely polymorphous Poa glauca, has illus-
 strated the whole problem: "This is a veritable typus polymorphus,
 of which, concerning material from Ellesmere alone, Simmons wrote
 'I have had a good deal of trouble in coming to a conclusion as to
 how my material was to be arranged, and only with hesitation I
 place here two of the forms mentioned below.' Hence, with abun-
 dant material from almost all over the Eastern Arctic, I had few

 misgivings about abandoning my early attempts at sorting it all
 according to the various major tendencies exhibited. To be sure,
 several described 'varieties' were represented in this material; but
 transition forms were so abundant and the characters were so un-

 stable that the task seemed futile, and I soon came to agree with
 Porsild . . . that Poa glauca 'varies without limits according to the
 quality of the place'" ('40, pp. 67-8). This state of affairs is sur-
 prisingly general throughout the flora, and seems to be increasingly
 marked as more material accumulates.

 Fernald has outlined the distribution of specific segregation in

 eastern North America ('31), showing that the "best" species are
 in the forests of the Appialachian plateaus south of the limits of
 Pleistocene glaciation, while the poorly defined ones are most abun-
 dant on the young lands that were denuded of vegetation by the last
 ice. Within the boreal region the areas that show the sharpest defi-

 nition among species are in parts of Alaska, the northern cordillera,
 and some limited portions of the country around the Gulf of St.
 Lawrence.

 In general, the flora of boreal America is poor in local endemics,
 and such as occur are not evenly distributed. They follow the geo-
 graphic pattern of clearer segregation noted above, and are com-
 monest in the western mountains and the Bering Sea region. There
 is a considerable number about the Gulf of St. Lawrence, a few in
 the Torngat Mountains of Labrador, and a few in the region of Lake
 Athabaska.

 It should be noted that the recognition of actual endemism in large
 parts of our area is not easy, due to the large gaps in floristic knowl-
 edge. The writer's own experience in the Athabaska-Great Slave
 Lake region will illustrate. After six summer's botanizing in vari-
 ous parts of that region only two species had been described as new
 to science; but in the seventh season the sand dune country south of
 Lake Athabaska was visited for the first time, and yielded no less
 than 12 new species and varieties. We do not know how wide a
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 range these novelties will prove to have, since so much of the sur-
 rounding country is botanically unexplored. Two of the species
 described, Euphrasia subarctica and Cicuta mackenzieana, have
 proved to range rather widely in the subarctic forest regions. The
 Cicuta has been found as far east as Churchill, and the Euphrasia
 appears to be identical with plants collected in Alaska. Another,
 Deschampsia mnackenzieana, seems to be a segregate from a Bering
 Sea complex (Hulten, '37b, p. 108); but all of the others appear to
 be local. They vary from what are designated as regional varieties
 in wide-spread boreal groups such as Salix brachycarpa var. psam-
 mophila in the glauca complex of willows, to extremely well segre-
 gated species such as Salix Turnorii. Salix Turnorii is a beautiful

 willow growing among the sand dunes and having a rather tall,
 columnar habit. Its bark is gray-green in color and its leaves are

 small, regularly glandular-serrate, and smooth. It has bright red
 young twigs and smooth, pedicelled, reddish-brown capsules. It
 is so distinctive in a whole series of essential characters that it does
 not seem possible to place it logically in any of the commonly ac-
 cepted sections of the genus. The same is true of a species of
 Armeria (Statice) described from the same area. This plant is con-
 siderably more robust than most American arctic material of the
 genus, and has distinctly broader leaves. American species of
 Armeria have been defined largely on the basis of the character of
 the pubescence on the calyx, but the Athabaska Lake plant proved
 to have no pubescence at all on the calyx, thus eliminating it from
 all sections of the genus known to occur in America.

 Thus we have not only the problem of the occurrence and authen-
 ticity of endemic forms in the midst of a region otherwise known to
 be very poor in endemics, but we also have to account for a wide
 variation in the degree of what specific segregation there is.

 The nature of specific segregation among many boreal plants, as
 well as the existence of a pattern of distribution is suggested by the
 detailed study of certain large species complexes. This can be illus-
 trated with Salix glauca and its relatives as they are known to occur
 in North America. Salix glauca is a shrub usually from 2 to 6 feet
 high, with pubescent twigs, and ovate or obovate leaves which are
 green above but distinctly paler and glaucous beneath. The leaves
 are usually pubescent or woolly, especially beneath, at least when
 young. The catkins come out with the leaves, and are borne on
 short, leafy peduncles; the capsules are woolly, borne on short pedi-
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 cels, and subtended by bracts that are persistent and usually yellow-

 ish throughout. This description will cover fairly well some eighteen

 or twenty different willows in the American flora, to say nothing ot

 the Eurasian. There has been considerable controversy as to

 whether typical S. glauca occurs at all in America (Raup, '31).

 It was described from Lapland by Linnaeus, and is apparently

 extremely variable in northern Eurasia as it is in America.

 Authentic, or near authentic Salix glauca is not known to occur in

 northeastern America. It is limited to western arctic and subarctic

 Canada, and to the northern cordillera. On the basis of leaf shape

 and pubescence, this near-authentic population can be divided into

 four separate varieties with moderately well defined geographic

 areas (vars. glabrescens, acutifolia, poliophylla, ovalifolia). A

 doubtful segregate in the central Mackenzie basin, S. desertorum,
 probably belongs here. In the eastern arctic and on the eastern

 mountains is a group of forms which has been set off as a separate

 species, Salix cordifolia. This looks very much like glauca except

 that it has its leaves much shortened and rounded, even to heart-

 shaped at the base. Several local varieties and forms of this segre-

 gate have been described (Fernald, '26a). In Greenland is a re-

 lated short-leaved form called Salix anamesa. The aments of the

 cordifolia group look very much like those of true glauca. Then

 we come to a series primarily confined to the Rocky Mountains, but

 extending eastward to Hudson Bay, some of them with outliers in

 the Gaspe. This series, probably involving two species complexes,
 Salix brachycarpa and S. pseudolapponurn, is distinguished by its
 short aments. They are short-oblong to spherical in shape. Salix

 brachycarpa has been subdivided into four separate entities, mostly

 on the basis of growth habit or pubescence. Another group of

 glauca relatives, all arctic or subarctic, is distinguished by having

 very short petioles to the leaves. In the east are S. fullertonensis

 and S. chlorolepis, while in the western arctic are S. niphoclada and

 S. lingulata. It should be noted that all of these four are rather

 poorly defined, and seem to be distinguished by a somewhat fas-

 tigiate habit of growth. The greatest divergence from S. glauca is

 shown by Salix MacCalliana, a handsome Rocky Mountain and
 northern Great Plains species. It has smooth, rather leathery leaves

 that are distinctly dentate.1

 1 The nomenclature of this group of willows is far from clear. The names
 used here, with some modifications, are those settled upon by Schneider in his
 monographic studies of American willows ('21).
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 There is no ready explanation for this arrangement of segrega-
 tion, but it is apparent that the "best" segregates are in the Rocky

 Mountains and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence region. These are
 represented by S. brachycarpa and S. pseudolapponum in the west,
 and by S. cordifolia in the east, all with their various subdivisions.

 Most of the poorer segregates are in the intervening arctic and sub-
 arctic country, and are set off by such variable characters as growth
 habit, the length of petioles, and the character of the pubescence.

 Mention should be made of some recent research in cytogenetics
 that is pertinent here, though a comprehensive discussion of the

 mechanism of speciation is impossible in this paper. It has been
 shown that the distribution of polyploidy within certain species and
 groups of species has a geographic aspect. Anderson, for instance,
 has found that in Tradescantia virginica and its relatives there are
 diploid and tetraploid races which "are morphologically indistin-
 guishable but when separated by cytological means it is found that

 the tetraploids are, on the whole, a little larger, considerably stouter,
 a little longer-flowering, a little hardier, and a little easier to grow
 under varying conditions. That these differences operate in nature
 and are of taxonomic consequence is shown when the distribution of
 the diploids is compared with that of the tetraploids. The diploid
 species are of limited distribution and even in those areas where
 they do occur are usually restricted to one particular habitat. By
 contrast, the tetraploid species and races have wide distributions and
 most of them have the ability to flourish under a variety of situa-
 tions" ('37, pp. 336-7). Manton has shown that diploid and tetra-
 ploid races of a certain crucifer in Europe occupy, respectively, iso-
 lated, ancient habitats at low elevations, and youthful alpine habitats
 which were covered by the alpine glaciers ('32). In similar vein,
 Hagerup has demonstrated that polyploidy is highly developed in
 such "unfavorable" regions as the cold arctic, or in extremely hot
 regions ('32). Stebbins ('40, pp. 62-3) has summarized much of
 this as follows: "One important generalization which undoubtedly
 holds good for the bulk of polyploid complexes, including Crepis and
 Tradescantia, is that the polyploids are dominant in regions which
 have been only recently opened to occupation by plants, or which
 have been subjected to great climatic or other environmental
 changes, while the diploids tend to occupy the older, more stable
 habitats. This makes the study of polyploid complexes very impor-
 tant from the standpoint of plant geography."
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 A recent paper by Bowden ('40) gives the results of a study of

 possible correlations between winter hardiness and polyploidy. This

 author concludes that no good correlation exists. Clausen, Keck

 and Heisey ('40, p. 423) reached the following conclusion from

 their transplant studies in California: "Until very recently an opin-

 ion has been rather widespread that in polyploid complexes, forms

 with the higher chromosome numbers occupy the more adverse en-
 vironments. Recent literature, however, is replete with examples

 that substantiate the observations made in the present investigations

 that there is no support for this view."

 The extent to which these findings can be applied to boreal prob-
 lems of speciation and distribution is yet to be discovered. It should

 be noted that polyploidy is not universally spread among the families

 of plants. In some prominent northern groups like the Gramineae

 and Rosaceae it is of common occurrence, while in others such as the

 Cyperaceae and Juncaceae it is obscured, according to Stebbins
 ('40), "by the large nuimiber of aneuploid or non-multiple series
 found in them."

 Further discussion of genetic investigations significant to these
 problems will be reserved to the treatment of Hulten's hypotheses

 concerning distribution.

 For recent reviews of literature and thouglht on problems of speci-
 ation the reader is referred to such papers as Anderson's "Cytology
 in Its Relation to Taxonomy" ('37), Du Rietz's "The Fundamental

 Units of Biological Taxonomy" ('30), Faegri's "Some Fundamental
 Problems of Taxonomy and Genetics" ('37a), Dobzhansky's "Ge-

 netics and the Origin of Species" ('37), and Stebbins' "The Signifi-

 cance of Polyploidy in Plant Evolution" ('40).

 The Theory of Persistence

 The Darwin-Hooker Concept. The origin and distribution of the
 flora in boreal America have been the subjects of long series of in-

 vestigations and published papers. The arctic flora in particular
 has been a battle ground of theory and opinion for generations. As

 in so many other fields of biology, Darwin's "Origin of Species"

 supplied new impetus to the study of plant geography. It began

 what may be termed the first phase of modern floristic phytogeo-
 graphic theory. A second or recent phase did not begin until 1925,
 with the publication of M. L. Fernald's paper on the "Persistence of

 Plants in Unglaciated Areas in Boreal America" ('25).
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 J. D. Hooker's "Outlines of Distribution of Arctic Plants," pub-

 lished in 1862, was the first detailed effort to apply to a boreal prob-

 lem the ideas laid down in Darwin's two chapters on geographic

 distribution. Hooker had at his command a considerable volume of

 collected material with which to work, but due to the incomplete
 exploration of so much of the American and Asiatic arctic, his con-

 clusions were bound to be heavily weighted in favor of the much

 better known arctic parts of Europe.

 Following Darwin, the burden of Hooker's argument was that

 during the glacial period the arctic floras were forced to migrate

 southward to more suitable climates. After the retreat of the ice

 these arctic plants all returned northward except for some which

 found their way to the tops of mountains where the growing con-

 ditions were similar to those of the far north. Here they became
 isolated from their kind by great distances and altitudes, thus giving

 rise to their existing disrupted ranges. He divided the arctic into

 several subdivisions: first, the Greenland district, which he con-

 sidered to be almost exclusively "Lapponian" in its floristic affini-

 ties; second, the arctic European district, extending eastward to the

 Obi River and including Novaya Zemlya and Spitzbergen; third, the
 Asiatic district; fourth, a west American district extending from

 Bering Straits to the delta of the Mackenzie River; and finally, the

 eastern American district. He recognized a circumpolar element in

 the arctic flora and separated elements related to the separate geo-

 graphical areas, but his too broad definitions of the arctic Scandi-

 navian led him to consider the northern European affinity to be the

 most important.

 The first notable contribution to the botany of the American arctic

 after Hooker was that of H. G. Simmons in 1913. Not only an

 increased amount of botanical information was now available, on

 both arctic and alpine floras, but also a great many geological in-

 vestigations had contributed to a wider knowledge of the all impor-
 tant influence of the Pleistocene glaciation. It was particularly

 significant from a phytogeographic standpoint that ice-free lands

 should be defined in other areas margining the great continental ice
 sheets beside those to the south. Simmons also made use of the

 relative amounts of endemism in the arctic as a criterion for the age

 of the flora. One of the outstanding facts concerning the flora of
 the American arctic archipelago is its very low percentage of ende-
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 mism. He took issue with Hooker as to the Scandinavian origin of

 the flora, and maintained that northern Scandinavia, if truly arctic

 species only were counted, would prove to have a very poor repre-

 sentation of them in comparison to other parts of the arctic.

 Simmons considered that the ancestors of the arctic flora were an

 ancient group, probably living in the far north during the Tertiary.
 Although he cites evidence that during the Pleistocene most of the

 arctic archipelago was unglaciated, he did not believe that the arctic

 flora could have lived there during the glaciation due to the rigorous

 climate. He considered, further, that the pre-glacial flora was very

 uniform throughout in species composition. It was forced to mi-
 grate southward or was destroyed during the maximum advance of

 the ice. With the disappearance of the ice it wandered northward

 again to reoccupy its old territory, leaving isolated alpine remnants,

 but taking with it some typically alpine species which were more, or
 less limited to the longitudes in which they had originated. These
 "longitudinal contingents," as he termed them, were largest in

 America and smallest in Europe. Greenland, under this scheme,

 remained an enigma, since it possesses a large American element and

 also a considerable number of European species.

 Simmons considered that the most important refuge for arctic
 plants during the Pleistocene was west of the Mackenzie River,

 where glaciation was not so widespread. Following the analysis of

 Tyrrell ('98), he adjusted the reimmigration of plants to the arctic

 archipelago to the theory of the progressive advance of glaciation

 from west to east. He therefore thought that the archipelago got

 its first post-glacial vegetation by way of the arctic coast, and Banks

 and Victoria Islands. At this time the center of the ice cap would
 have moved southeastward so as to free the northern coast of the
 continent. As this went on, the next route of migration which was

 opened to plants from the west was by way of King William land
 and the peninsula of Boothia Felix. Later, a third element could

 utilize the west coast of Hudson Bay, and could draw upon such
 plants as had found refuge in the eastern part of the continent; and

 with the final disappearance of the Labrador ice sheet, plants began

 to migrate northward through the Labrador Peninsula. Some of
 these plants he thought might have moved northward during a
 warm period in post-Pleistocene time. The small amount of ende-

 mism in the arctic archipelago he used as argument against the
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 possibility of plants having persisted in place during the Pleistocene.

 Like Simmons, Theodore Holm recognized northern and southern

 elements in the flora of the American arctic ('22). He was con-
 cerned mainly with the plants of the western continental rim col-

 lected by Johansen on the Canadian Arctic Expedition of 1913-18.

 In general, his concept was the classic one that the glaciation had
 driven southward an American arctic and circumpolar flora of

 ancient, probably Tertiary distribution. As it returned to its
 original home in post-Pleistocene time this flora left remnants on
 high mountains in the south, but it also took with it representatives

 of alpine floras from these southern mountains, thus giving rise to
 the dual nature of the present array of arctic plants. Holm also

 pointed out the meridional subdivision of the southern elements:
 American ones in the American arctic, Asiatic ones in Siberia, etc.
 He made no attempt, as did Simmons, to define routes or sequence
 in the migration northward.

 Agreeing in the main with Nathorst ('92), Holm considered the
 present arctic-alpine flora of the world to have evolved during the

 Tertiary on the great mountain masses formed at the beginning of
 that period: The European Alps, the Altai, the Rocky Mountains,
 and possibly also the Caucasus and Scandinavia. The existence of
 endemic genera in the modern arctic flora, however, and of distinc-
 tively arctic species in many other genera, led him to believe that a
 certain element had probably also developed in the far northern low-
 lands during the Tertiary. He also toyed with the idea of a certain
 amount of bicentric origin among closely related species.

 Other writers of this period who still retained the Darwin-Hooker
 concept of large-scale migrations during and after the Pleistocene
 were Harshberger ('11) and Macoun and Malte ('17). All of
 these were concerned with the origins of all of the boreal flora rather
 than with the arctic alone.

 The Nunatak Hypothesis. Thus far the premises upon which
 rested most of the thought concerning the origin and distribution of
 boreal plants were comparatively simple. Darwin, following ideas
 originally suggested by Edward Forbes ('46), had emphasized the
 idea of the persistence of plants in suitable localities after their
 former continuous ranges had been broken. The recognition of
 effective barriers to migration, as well as the failure to account for

 the means of migration in the cases of many species, had led to the
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 construction of a theory that would allow more time for the spread

 of plants. This was in contradistinction to the theory of multiple

 centers of species origin, and also to the theory of free and com-

 paratively rapid contemporary distribution of plants over the whole

 surface of the land and their local sorting into communities by spe-

 cific preferences.2

 The extent to which the theory of persistence was to be carried,

 however, was not defined. It was used by Hooker in the case of

 arctic and alpine plants separated by great horizontal distances, and

 by differences in altitude which had set up strong ecological barriers.

 Here the uncertainty of the means of migration was sufficiently great

 to render the persistence theory easily the most attractive. If the

 theory were to be applied to smaller and more uniform areas, in

 which distance and other natural barriers were to become progres-

 sively less formidable, then more argument was due over the effec-

 tiveness of the means of migration.

 Among the outstanding results of continued exploration in boreal

 America, and of increasingly critical study of the flora, has been the

 discovery of a great number of disrupted plant ranges and the

 "spotty" distribution, even in comparatively small geographic areas,

 of isolated species and endemics. There are far more of these than

 were known to Hooker, and they involve both arctic and temperate

 species. Arctic plants had been found not only on the mountains

 of New England and the western cordillera, but also at lower eleva-

 tions in several districts about the Gulf of St. Lawrence where they

 were isolated both from their northern relatives and from each other.

 Furthermore, they exhibited a considerably higher percentage of

 endemism than their northern relatives. There was also the dis-

 continuous distribution of specific segregation and endemism

 throughout all of the glaciated parts of the continent to be accounted

 2 An excellent contemporary statement of these ideas on geographic dis-
 tribution is to be found in Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker's classic essay on the
 subject, delivered before the British Association in 1881: "Before the publi-
 cation of the doctrine of the origin of species by variation and natural selection,
 all reasoning on their distribution was in subordination to the idea that these
 were permanent and special creations; just as, before it was shown that
 species were often older than the islands and mountains they inhabited,
 naturalists had to make their thories accord with the idea that all migration
 took place under existing conditions of land and sea. . . . Now under the
 theory of modification of species after migration and isolation, their repre-
 sentation in distant localities is only a question of time and changed physical
 conditions."

 Hooker's essay also contains a valuable outline of earlier, pre-Darwinian
 thought on phytogeographic concepts.
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 for. Could the theory of persistence be utilized to explain the dis-

 tribution of plants in such a small area as New England, for instance,

 or the region immediately surrounding the Gulf of St. Lawrence,

 without its being reduced to an absurdity in the face of the ordinary

 migratory abilities of the species?

 Professor M. L. Fernald, in his "Persistence of Plants in Ungla-

 ciated Areas of Boreal America," attempted to apply the theory of

 persistence not only on a broader and more critical scale in all of

 boreal America than had been tried heretofore, but also in the com-

 plicated flora of New England, the Maritime Provinces of Canada,

 and Newfoundland. In doing this he raised new and perplexing

 questions, for the isolated and "persisting" colonies of plants were so

 close together or so unopposed by natural barriers that no ready

 explanations for their failure to occupy intervening territory were

 at hand except the old ones of bicentric origin and species preference.

 The problems of the boreal American flora were further complicated

 by the fact, first emphasized and elaborated by Professor Fernald,

 that the Gulf of St. Lawrence region contained a large number of

 species either identical with or very closely related to western cordil-

 leran species. They were entirely isolated in the east, or had an

 intervening station or two in the upper Great Lakes country. Could

 these ranges also be explained by the theory of persistence, and why

 were the species not found in the intervening territory?

 Professor Fernald placed the dispersal of relic arctic and cordil-

 leran species, the results of which we now see, before the last ice

 advance of the Pleistocene. He conceived it most probable that the

 arctic-alpine plants persisted on ice-free lands in the arctic and upon

 small unglaciated areas (nunataks) well within or near the margins

 of the great ice fields. The cordilleran species in the Gulf of St.

 Lawrence region got their dispersal at least as far back as the last

 great interglacial, when conditions were suitable for their migration

 across the northern part of the continent, and persisted through the
 last glacial episode on ice-free areas along with the arctic plants.

 Still other plants using these nunataks as refugia in the same inter-

 val were species of distinctly southern dispersal on the Atlantic

 Coastal Plain. Their retreat southward had been cut off by the
 advance of the continental glacier to the southern New England
 coast, and later by the submergence of the continental shelf which
 had been their route of migration.
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 The so-called "nunatak theory," as outlined above, has had con-

 siderable support from glacial geologists who have admitted the

 existence of some areas about the Gulf of St. Lawrence, in the upper

 Great Lakes region, and possibly in the Torngat Mountain country

 of Labrador, which were not entirely engulfed by continuous ice-

 sheets. There is, however, as will be noted below, a great deal of

 argument on this score; and the undisturbed character of some of

 the areas is distinctly open to question, if not entirely disproved.

 Conservatism vs. Aggressiveness. The behavior of many of the

 persisting relics has given rise to crucial problems. Why have they

 remained so local in their distribution, failing to utilize their means

 of spreading into adjacent country? To deal with this question

 Professor Fernald established the new premise that these species,

 being old, have become "conservative" or "non-aggressive," able to

 hang on to territory already occupied but limited in their ability to

 pioneer.

 Here was a new departure in the reasoning of geographic botany.

 The first question asked by the plant geographer, after learning the

 identity of a species, is what determines its ability to grow where it

 does. Modern physiological plant geography emphasizes the inter-
 play of factors in the external environment as of first importance in

 such matters. But if we must first condition the whole system of

 interrelationship by placing the species in a scale of inherited "con-

 servatism"y or "aggressiveness," neither of which is as yet a measur-
 able quantity, then the whole problem becomes vastly more compli-

 cated. If it can be proved that such things as "conservatism" in

 species actually exist, and are effective in determining distribution,
 then the theory of persistence can be far more widely applied than

 it has been heretofore.

 Professor Fernald's thesis was supported by an impressive body

 of critically examined fact, by far the largest that had ever been

 assembled in the study of boreal American plant distribution.
 There is no occasion to review it here, but various phases of it will

 appear in other parts of this paper. It should be noted that he still
 adhered to the outline of glacial sequence laid down by Tyrrell, and
 believed that the arctic flora acquired its modern relationship with

 alpine elements first in the w_st and later in eastern America.
 Furthermore, he considered the most ancient group of arctic-alpine
 plants to have had their center of dispersal in northwestern America
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 and northern Asia. One of the most cogent reasons for this is the
 large amount of endemism among the isolated eastern representa-
 tives of this group.

 The most extensive support of the nunatak hypothesis as stated
 by Fernald has probably come from the botanists of the University
 of Montreal, chiefly under the leadership of Fr. Marie-Victorin. A
 large amount of collecting and critical study by these men along the
 lower St. Lawrence and in the Maritime Provinces has rendered

 even more formidable the mass of data with which any one attacking
 the idea must deal. At the same time various flaws in the argu-
 ment have come to light, and the whole structure has been well sum-

 marized in a recent paper by Fr. Victorin ('38) which will be dis-
 cussed further below.

 One of the supposed refugia for plants during the last episode of
 the Pleistocene is in the Torngat Mountain region of Labrador. Sev-
 eral plant collections had been made there prior to the time when
 the nunatak hypothesis was formulated, and constituted the botani-
 cal basis for the suspected lack of glaciation. Still other collections
 have been made since, most of them from the lower elevations. All
 the records have been studied by Dr. Ernst C. Abbe who was botan-
 ist to the Grenfell-Forbes Labrador Expedition of 1931, and a
 searching analysis of the pllytogeographic problems was published
 by him in 1936. The persistence of plants on nunataks in the Torn-
 gats was rendered extremely doubtful by the insistence of Odell, the
 geologist to the Expedition, that such nunataks did not really exist,
 and that even on the highest summits there is evidence of coverage
 by continental ice (Odell, '33). [See also Coleman ('21) and
 Daly ('02) for discussion of this area.]

 The evidence for persistence in the Torngat region has rested
 upon 13 species of plants, five of which are of the western cordilleran
 region with a few isolated localities mostly in northeastern America,
 and eight are local endemics. According to Abbe's observations, all
 of these occur only at lower elevations near the sea coast, while the
 summits and higher slopes of the mountains have a sparse vegeta-
 tion of hardy, wide-spread arctic plants. He argues from this that
 if the 13 critical species persisted at all it must have been at low
 elevations locally protected from some of the rigors of a glacial
 climate, possibly at the heads of fjords. Gelting has postulated an
 arrangement such as this for the persistence of relic plants in Green-
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 land ('34). Here again the recent geological interpretation of Odell

 is at variance, since he believes that even the coastal strip was not

 ice-free. Abbe advances another hypothesis: "namely, that during

 the postglacial climatic optimum there was an opportunity for the

 less hardy cordilleran species to move northward from refuges to

 the south" ('36). He points out that Dr. M. P. Porsild had already

 proposed the application of such a theory to problems in the Ameri-

 can arctic in connection with his attempts to account for the south-

 ern elements in the flora of Greenland (3/5 of the total) ('22). On

 the other hand, Abbe also makes the significant observation that

 such a post-glacial migration of relic species "does violence to the

 concept of relics as senescent and non-aggressive species which have

 largely lost their power of migration." He cites, as support for a

 post-glacial migration theory, the findings of Fernald in the upper
 Great Lakes region ('35) and those of Nordhagen on the Atlantic

 coast of Norway ('35). Fernald proposed that several plants now

 rather widely distributed in the Upper Great Lakes region sur-

 vived Wisconsin Glaciation on the Keweenaw Peninsula. Nord-
 hagen suggests that relic plants which persisted on ice-free lowlands

 of the Norwegian coast were forced by competition to migrate, in

 post-glacial time, inland to calcareous mountains which are known

 to have been uninhabitable during the glaciation.

 With regard to the eight species which are Torngat endemics,

 commonly used as evidence of age in the flora, Abbe proposes that

 the evidence is not of primary importance because it occurs in such

 groups of plants as Antennaria and Taraxacum which tend to pro-

 duce seed without fertilization. By this means even minor muta-

 tions are apt to be perpetuated rather than submerged by back-

 crossing. Hence, they are likely to be of less value as indicators of

 long lapses of time than if free interbreeding occurred.

 Pennell ('34), in dealing with the distribution of the species of

 Castilleja in Alaska and northwestern Canada, has related their

 development and survival to the distribution of glaciated and ungla-

 ciated parts of Alaska. The local endemics are mostly associated
 geographically with the unglaciated Yukon Valley, while certain

 other wide-ranging "aggressive" species have occupied the territory

 formerly covered by the last glaciers, spreading far eastward to

 Hudson Bay.

 Wynne-Edwards' Criticism of the Nunatak Hypothesis. The
 most comprehensive attack yet leveled at the nunatak hypothesis is
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 probably that of Dr. V. C. Wynne-Edwards of McGill University

 who, in connection with ornithological field work, has travelled

 widely in the eastern Arctic, the region about the Gulf of St.

 Lawrence, and in northern New England ('37, '39). The main ob-

 jections enumerated are five in number, as follows: First, there is

 serious doubt that the relic species could have withstood the rigorous
 glacial climate of such ice-free areas as existed. This is particularly

 true of the cordilleran plants among them, many of which now re-
 quire relatively sheltered habitats.

 Second, some of the relic localities such as those at Bic, Rimouski
 Co., Quebec, and on the Mingan Islands and Anticosti, either con-
 tain no actual nunatak areas, have exceedingly small ones, or were

 covered by the post-Pleistocene invasion of the Champlain Sea. At

 Bic it is possible that a very small area stood above the ice, but it
 could hardly have served as refuge for some of the less hardy
 western species now localized in the vicinity. Abbe's theory of
 persistence at lower levels along the coast is untenable because the

 ice covered the sea.

 Third, Wynne-Edwards maintains that the behavior and distribu-

 tion of cordilleran and arctic elements in the flora of the east indicate

 that they can not be subdivided in any analysis of their dispersal. It
 should be remembered that Fernald drew a distinction between

 ancient arctic-alpine types of western America and northern Asia,

 on the one hand, and youthful arctic species, on the other. The
 former, according to Fernald, are of restricted range in the east, and
 constitute the relic species, with a high percentage of endemism

 among them; the latter are widely distributed in arctic and alpine

 situations and have produced very little endemism.
 Fourth, using tentatively as premise the idea that large endemism

 is indicative of great age, Wynne-Edwards suggests that if both
 cordilleran and circumpolar arctic floras in America are older than
 the Wisconsin glaciation, as they are commonly regarded to be, then
 differing amounts of endemism between them can have no signifi-
 cance as a criterion for subdividing them as relic or non-relic groups
 on supposed nunataks. He also suggests that a survey of endem-
 ism in nearctic and holarctic types in the Arctic flora of northeastern

 America would not yield great differences.

 Fifth, it is maintained that the "spotty," localized occurrence of
 isolated or endemic species can be correlated best with soils, par-
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 ticularly those rich in lime or in combinations of magnesium, lime

 and soda; and that the presence or absence of Wisconsin glaciation
 is of no consequence.

 In place of the nunatak hypothesis, Wynne-Edwards proposes
 that we return to the classic concept of Hooker: "that the arctic-

 alpine flora of eastern Northern America has formed a single unit
 since pre-Wisconsin times; that in those times it occupied suitable
 habitats in latitudes similar to or higher than now; that with the

 advance of the Wisconsin glaciation it was driven southwards and
 outwards; and finally with the retreat of the ice a recolonization of

 suitable habitats took place." To account for locally disrupted
 ranges he relies upon the soil preferences of plants and their ability

 to disperse themselves freely over considerable intervals of unin-
 habitable territory. He accounts for the lack of uniformity even in

 the favored lime habitats by reverting to the time factor. As for

 the prevalence of endemism among certain elements of the flora, he
 relies upon our scanty knowledge of the actual causes of this phe-

 nomenon, indicating that it may be correlated with isolation as well

 as time, and noting, as does Abbe, that many of the species com-
 plexes are of a "plastic" nature, throwing off permanent segregates

 more or less easily.

 Marie-Victorin ('38) has christened this return to earlier con-
 cepts, with slight modifications of his own, the "rainbow explana-

 tion" since it envisages a sort of arch, one of whose limbs is in the
 western cordillera and the other in the Gulf of St. Lawrence region,
 with the central portion in the arctic. In pre-Wisconsin time it was
 the highway for free dispersal among cordilleran and arctic species,
 but now contains the troublesome broken ranges of eastern, western
 and arctic types. As would be expected, the validity of the whole
 structure depends rather heavily upon some sort of barrier prevent-
 ing the free interchange of species across the center of the circle.

 Since no topographic or climatic ones are available, except the par-
 tial division by Hudson Bay, Wynne-Edwards rests the case upon
 the failure of the "soil-specialized" species to occupy the great
 expanse of acidic rocks in the Canadian Shield.

 Discussion of Wynne-Edward's Criticism. Many other students
 have questioned the physical possibility of the survival of plants on

 nunataks (Abbe, Fernald, Raup, Marie-Victorin). It is a matter
 decidedly open to question, but as Abbe ('36) has noted, "it is im-
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 portant to remember . . . that the solution applicable in one area

 is not necessarily applicable in another area different in physiog-

 raphy, latitude, and its geological conditions." Thus the "St.

 Lawrence region was far better situated during the Wisconsin for

 the survival of plants at higher elevations (as well as at lower

 levels), because of the large areas left uncovered by ice, a warmer

 climate associated with its more southern latitude, and the predomin-
 ance of basic rock. On the other hand, northern Labrador with

 its predominantly acid Archean formations, its more northern lati-

 tude and correspondingly more stringent climate, and greater ( ?)

 covering of ice was hardly as favorable for the persistence of flower-

 ing plants." The occurrence of vegetation near or on the margins

 of existing glaciers is often advanced as evidence that survival on
 nunataks was possible, but here also it is essential to keep local con-
 ditions in mind.

 The presence of relics at such places as Bic and the Mingan-Anti-

 costi area constitutes a problem similar to that in northern Labrador,
 should the findings of Odell stand confirmed. Marie-Victorin

 ('38), after an exhaustive examination of the Mingan Islands and
 Anticosti, still clings to the idea of the persistence of relics there,

 shielded during the Wisconsin glaciation between tongues of the
 glacier, and spared during the invasion of the Champlain Sea by a

 smaller submergence than has been thought.

 Marie-Victorin considers that the weakest point in the nunatak

 hypothesis is probably the subdivision, by Fernald, of the arctic-
 alpine flora into cordilleran and arctic types. He is inclined to fol-
 low Wynne-Edwards in considering the two elements as insepar-
 able, but containing plants, some of which "have wide limits of
 climatic tolerance, . . . while others are more narrowly confined

 ." to the lower portions of the "arch" noted above. In this
 connection he raises the significant question of negative evidence,
 upon which all disruptions of range must, in last analysis, rest. He
 suggests that the "rainbow explanation" might be more adjustable
 to the possible filling of gaps than the nunatak hypothesis.

 Some of the writer's findings in the arctic and alpine flora of the
 Peace River country may have some bearing upon the similarity or

 dissimilarity of behavior between the two ('34, pp. 61-3). The
 Peace River flows eastward through a pass in the main range of the
 Rockies at an elevation of about 2000 feet. The nearby peaks tower
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 to 7000-7500 feet, with timber line between 3500 and 4500 feet.

 Forty species of vascular plants found above timberline were also

 found on the river banks or upon rock slides very near them. Most

 of these inhabit damp sandy or muddy banks close to the water's

 edge where they are inundated in flood times, making their situation

 exceedingly unstable, and the existence of any plants at all quite

 hazardous.

 The striking feature of this group of forty species is the prepond-

 erance of forms with widely extended ranges in arctic or north tem-

 perate regions. Only six of them are distinctly cordilleran, and

 these are all derived from the lower part of the alpine zone on the

 adjacent mountains. On the other hand, one wide-ranging species

 found on the summit, and 19 of those from the 5000-6000 foot zone

 are present. It appears, therefore, that the greater part of the

 alpine cordilleran species (and nearly all of the high alpine ones)
 remain strictly alpine in this latitude, whereas species of wider range

 in arctic and subarctic regions are less selective and are to be found

 at the highest and lowest elevations within the mountains. This

 difference in behavior rmay be analyzed in at least two ways. It may

 be considered that by ordinary means of dispersal all available
 habitats in this region of subarctic conditions which are suitable for

 alpine species would be occupied by them; and the river banks and
 low rock slides are the only places at or near river level which are

 available. If this is the case, we must suppose that the cordilleran

 alpine species are nearly all so different in structure and function

 from the arctic ones that they are unable to effect this short expan-

 sion of range, although the two groups exist side by side at higher

 elevations. Again, we may look upon the northern cordilleran

 region as a vast area of environmental overlap in arctic and northern

 forest conditions. To be consistent with what we know of the post-
 glacial history of these northwestern floras, we must consider the

 forest as having invaded a vegetation resembling the modern arctic

 tundra. The mountain sides were covered to such elevations as

 the local montane climates would permit, the tundra persisting only

 at the higher elevations. At the same time there could have been
 an invasion of this relic tundra by cordilleran alpine types. The

 existence of arctic-alpine plants at low levels suggests that some ele-

 ments of the tundra persisted also in such lowland habitats as the

 forest was unable to invade because of the general instability of the

 soil.
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 In whichever way the matter is viewed, there seems to be a dis-

 tinct difference in behavior between cordilleran and widespread
 -arctic elements in the Peace River region.

 Both Marie-Victorin ('38, p. 548) and Fernald ('33, pp. 120-7)

 have noted the common occurrence of cordilleran relics or elements
 of the arctic flora at or near sea-level in the Gulf of St. Lawrence

 region. Fernald has described the situation for the coast of western

 Newfoundland in some detail, and has interpreted it as a function

 of local habitat selection among the relic species: "It would seem,

 then, that the persistence of so extensive an element of the Arctic

 flora along the outer coast of western Newfoundland is due more to

 the aridity and the calcareous nature of the exposed ledges and the
 deep mantle of weathered debris than to low temperature; and that

 the flora of the rock barrens of western Newfoundland is largely

 composed of Arctic species because on these barrens are found arid
 conditions and calcareous soils comparable with those of much of

 the Arctic Archipelago....

 Marie-Victorin has advanced another hypothesis for such anoma-

 lies as he found in Gaspe, Anticosti and Mingania. He thinks that

 some of these cordilleran plants at sea-level may have migrated there
 in post-glacial time by way of the shores of the Champlain Sea. It

 has been shown by Potter that there are a number of sea-shore

 plants on the coast of James Bay which are entirely isolated from

 their kind in the Gulf of St. Lawrence ('32). Potter has proposed

 that they arrived there by way of the shores of a hypothetical sea
 connection during the Champlain subsidence, and has adduced a

 considerable body of evidence that such a sea route actually did

 exist. Marie-Victorin also suggests that some of the cordilleran

 relics might have migrated eastward in the "dry unforested belt that

 -must have existed along a receding ice-front, as a kind of side-walk

 extending from the Rockies to the Gulf of St. Lawrence .

 ('38).

 So far as the writer is aware, no one has attempted to apply to
 many of these eastern floristic problems the probable effects of mass

 movements in vegetation. The whole is greatly complicated, of

 -course, by the likelihood of a post-glacial climatic optimum which
 must be taken into consideration.

 Returning to Wynne-Edwards' fourth objection to the nunatak
 hypothesis, he is probably correct in questioning the significance of
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 endemism as a measure of time alone. But whether we regard it

 as a function of time, isolation, or the genetic character of the species,

 it is difficult to lay aside the coincidence of geographic differences in

 the amount of endemism. It is striking that after several years of
 collecting and critical study in the eastern arctic flora, Dr. Polunin

 could describe only four well defined new species; whereas nearly
 every collector who goes to northern British Columbia, Yukon or
 Alaska returns with something entirely new to botanical science and

 apparently limited to those countries. The concentration of endem-

 ism in the Gulf of St. Lawrence region and Labrador has already
 been noted.

 With regard to Wynne-Edwards' insistence upon the geographic
 significance of soil-specialization, Marie-Victorian points out that
 in spite of the fact that many plants do show more or less exacting
 soil preferences, ". . . one cannot without danger reverse the state-

 ment, nor can one use safely the chemical explanation of distribution,
 except as applied to very general situations. Without reopening a

 discussion that was the great ecological theme in pre-Warming days,
 it seems certain that some plants may be chemically indifferent under

 certain conditions of latitude or climate, and calcicolous being given
 another set of conditions. For instance, Acer nigrum, Ulmus race-
 mosa, Celtis occidentalis, not distinctly calcicolous within their main
 areas, are almost exclusively so in southeastern Quebec where they
 reach their northern limit. And it so happens that many plants of

 rather indifferent preference can maintain themselves in the north
 only by creeping on the limestones of Mingania, Anticosti and
 similar regions" ('38, p. 546). Simmons' observations in the arctic
 archipelago on this score are also of interest ('13, p. 135): "There
 are, indeed, not few species found on rocks of a certain system alone,
 but in no case there is any necessity for assuming the kind of rock
 to be responsible for this circumstance, other explanations always
 being more satisfactory. We may, therefore, I think, assume that
 every species in the flora can grow on any kind of rockbottom as far

 as the chemical nature of the soil is concerned, but some species
 more or less conspicuously prefer certain rocks, or at least avoid
 some."

 If we return to the old Hooker concept, as suggested by Wynne-
 Edwards, then certain corollaries of it must also be revived. We
 are again faced with the question of free dispersal. Can any species
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 be assumed to be potentially able to occupy any piece of ground,

 provided the latter falls within a rather wide range of climatic toler-

 ance, and within the range of the species' soil specialization?

 Wynne-Edwards appears to think that it can, giving to vascular

 plants in general "more or less efficient methods of dispersal . . .

 they are sometimes able to make strides of 500 kilometers at a time

 . . .attested by the colonization of oceanic islands" ('37, p. 20).

 Professor Fernald, impressed by the prevalence of discontinuity

 among plant -ranges, has denied to tertain species this ability for

 ready movement and establishment; and has called them conserva-

 tive, or senescent, in contrast to a great body of aggressive species

 able to occupy more territory.

 Since he returns to the concept of greater freedom of migration,

 Wynne-Edwards must account for the absence of many of the

 eastern relics in the vast Canadian Shield by the absence there of the

 basic rocks to which they are specialized. One of the outstanding

 features of the geology of the Canadian Shield is the prevalence of

 acidic rocks: granites, gneisses and schists; but it is also noted for

 widely scattered mineralized areas invariably associated with pre-

 Cambrian sediments which are highly metamorphosed and deformed.

 Owing to the presence of economically valuable minerals in rocks

 of this kind, the Shield has been, during recent years, the scene of

 considerable survey activity and prospecting. The results of this

 were summarized in 1932 for the Northwest Territories by C. H.

 Stockwell and D. F. Kidd of the Canadian Geological Survey as
 follows ('32):

 "The eastern area is an immense quadrangle extending from the

 north boundaries of Saskatchewan and Manitoba to the Arctic, and

 from the basins of Great Slave and Great Bear lakes east to Hudson

 Bay. . . . It has been geologically explored only along a few main

 routes, but the information thus obtained makes plain that the area

 is occupied by Precambrian rocks and that, broadly speaking, the

 main geological features are like those of other, better known parts

 of the Canadian Shield. The oldest rocks are assemblages of sedi-

 ments and volcanics. The areas of these rocks are cut and sur-

 rounded by granitic and gneissic rocks which occupy by far the

 greater part of the region. Younger than most of the granitic rocks

 are local developments of sedimentary rocks, some much younger
 than others.
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 "The ancient assemblages of sediments and volcanics vary in

 character from district to district, but as a rule are much altered.

 In general, they resemble the schistose rocks which in the southern

 part of the Canadian Shield form the Keewatin volcanics and the
 associated ancient sedimentary groups and in which most of the
 valuable mineral deposits there known have been found. . . . Areas
 of these rocks are known to exist: (1) southwest of Rankin inlet

 along the Hudson Bay shore and inland to the southwest for a great
 unknown distance; (2) northwest of Baker lake which lies west of

 Chesterfield inlet, Hudson Bay; (3) at two places on Kazan river
 which enters Baker lake from the southwest; (4) on parts of the

 north and south shores and on some of the islands of Great Slave

 Lake; (5) on the east shore of Great Bear Lake; (6) near Point
 and Redrock lakes on Coppermine river; and possibly (7) west of
 Bathhurst inlet. ...

 "The youngest groups of strata, those that so far as known are

 younger than any of the granitic bodies, are extensively developed in

 several districts. In the eastern part of Great Slave Lake they con-
 sist of at least two groups of sediments and volcanics relatively
 unaltered though penetrated by dykes and sills. Large areas of
 relatively undisturbed sediments are found on the shores of Baker,

 Schultz, and Aberdeen lakes with long tongues extending southwest
 to Dubawnt lake and west for a long distance up the valley of the
 Thelon river" (pp. 70-71).

 South of the 60th parallel, in the vicinity of Lake Athabaska,
 similar sedimentary rocks have been described by Camsell ('16a)
 and Alcock ('36).

 Dolomites or limestones have been described in both the older
 and younger series in the eastern part of Great Slave Lake, and in
 the older group in the country north and northeast of Lake Atha-
 baska. They have also been noted in the area southwest of Rankin

 Inlet. It seems not impossible that small outcrops of rocks of this

 sort will be found elsewhere as exploration goes forward. The
 present writer has collected in a number of localities around Atha-

 baska Lake, and on the east and north arms of Great Slave Lake,
 with some results that may have some significance here. The dolo-
 mitic rocks have a rather distinctive topography and vegetation
 among the surrounding, harder materials. They have weathered
 to form soils which, though thin, are much better than have been
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 produced on the granites and greenstones; and hills made of them

 have more rounded summits than those of harder rocks.

 These dolomites harbor some plants which are pronounced calci-

 philes and have not yet been found elsewhere in the pre-Cambrian

 parts of this district.3 They represent both arctic and subarctic or
 north temperate elements of the flora. The whole vascular flora of

 the pre-Cambrian part of the district, as now known, contains 423
 species. About 25.8% of them (109 spp.) are also to be found in
 the flora of the eastern Arctic, as listed by Polunin (making up
 about 36.7% of that flora); approximately 2.2% (9 spp.) are en-
 demic so far as they are yet known; and the remainder, 72%, are
 plants of wide range in subarctic and north temperate America. A

 few (probably less than 10) are distinctly western in affinity, here

 reaching their eastern limits, while another small portion here

 reaches western limits.

 If Wynne-Edwards' thesis is correct, the calcareous hills in the

 Athabaska-Great Slave Lake district should be inhabited by a con-

 siderable number of the cordilleran plants that are isolated in the

 St. Lawrence region. General climatic conditions, as indicated by
 the whole flora, are sufficiently moderate to allow the growth of

 many of the less tolerant cordilleran species. It is of interest that

 several of these plants do occur there, some of them, like Woodsia

 scopulinia, Arenaria cylindrocarpa (= A. humnifusa), Woodsia ore-
 gana and Arenaria viacrophylla, constituting midway and rather
 high northern stations for the most pronounced of the epibiotics.

 However, Fernald listed 225 western and endemic species centering
 about the Gulf of St. Lawrence, only 35 of which, or about 15.5%

 have been found in the pre-Cambrian districts noted above.4 This

 3 Woodsia oregana, Woodsia glabella, Ribes lacustre, Lychnis Drummondii,
 Pellaea glabella, Carex scirpoidea, Carex glacialis, Carex eburnea, Taraxacumn
 ceratophorum. Arenaria dawsonensis. Arenaria humifusa, etc.

 4 Woodsia oregana
 Woodsia scopulina
 Juniperus horizontalis
 Calaniagrostis canadensis var.

 robusta
 Carex concinna
 Carex Garberi
 Juncus Vaseyi
 Salix niyrtillifolia
 Betutla wtlicrophylla
 Geocaulon lividum
 Arenaria dawsonensis
 Arenaria humifusa

 Arabis divaricarpa
 Potentilla pectinata
 Riubus acaulis
 Dryas Drumniondii
 Astragalus eucosmus
 Astragalus frigidus var. americanus
 Hcdysarums Mackenzii
 Hedysarumn alpinturm var. americanum
 Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi var. adeno-

 triclia
 Dracocephialumt parviflorum
 Rhinanithus Kyrollae
 Solidago mutltiradiata
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 seems rather small representation if, as Wynne-Edwards suggests,

 the only reason the disrupted ranges have not been filled in is the

 absence of calcareous soils. Another significant fact about the Atha-

 baska-Great Slave Lake flora is that its known endemics are not

 found on the calcareous rocks, but on sands derived from pre-Cam-

 brian sandstones south of Lake Athabaska.

 Thus the evidence from the isolated pre-Cambrian dolomites is

 not conclusive; but rather, tantalizing. If some of the most notori-

 ously discontinuous ranges, thought to be due to the invasion of the

 Pleistocene ice, can be found to have intermediate stations deep in
 the most heavily glaciated territory, might not others be found also?

 But in spite of rather promising conditions a mere handful have

 been turned up; and there are still the problems of speciation and

 endemism mentioned previously.

 Griggs, in a recent paper ('40) on the occurrence and behavior
 of rare plants, suggests that the isolation of many species is due not

 so much to historical causes as to their failure to compete success-

 fully. He notes that many such species grow in situations of

 unstable habitat or the initial stages of successions where the domi-
 nance of other plants is not so well defined. This proposal might

 be called a phytosociological substitute for Wynne-Edwards' soil-

 specialization theory. Wynne-Edwards himself suggested such a

 substitute in his second paper on the subject ('39). It may account

 for much of the local distribution of the isolated species, but does

 not clarify their means of arriving in their present areas or the

 reasons for their not having spread to larger areas.

 One of the most striking and complex phases of the nunatak
 hypothesis relates to the coastal plain flora of eastern America.

 This flora is well represented in parts of New England, the Mari-

 time Provinces and Newfoundland; and Fernald ('11) has shown

 that 35% of the whole vascular flora of Newfoundland is of southern

 affinity, common either to the New England-Acadian coast or to
 the coast south of Cape Cod. If we return to the idea of easy dis-

 persal, even in long "jumps" over land and sea barriers, then there

 is no problem in accounting for the presence of these southern

 A renaria macrophylla
 Cerastium Beeringianum
 Ranunculus Purshii
 Anemone multifida var. hudsoniana
 Anemone parviflora

 Antemisia borealis
 Petasites vitifolius
 Arnica chionopappa
 Senecio indecorus
 Senecio pauperculus
 Taraxacum lacerum
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 plants in Newfoundland. But if we recognize limitations in the

 ability of plants to migrate, then the problem of northern, isolated

 representatives of the coastal plain flora becomes acute, as it does

 with other discontinuous ranges.

 The current explanation for the northern isolation of coastal

 plain plants is based upon an ancient emergence of the continental

 shelf from the sea, Fernald ('11, '33, '40), Nichols ('13, pp. 98-9),

 Barrell ('15), Martin ('25). A similar hypothesis has recently

 been applied to the distribution of land snails by Brooks ('36).

 This would give the necessary pathway along which plants could

 migrate as far as Newfoundland. The geological history of the

 shore line, as now interpreted (Johnson, '25; Fernald '33), pushes

 the time of this dispersal back to the late Tertiary or early Pleisto-

 cene, and we are confronted with the problem of getting hundreds

 of southern plants through the rigors of the glaciation on refugia in

 Newfoundland and the Maritime Provinces or on the nearby

 exposed continental shelf. As previously noted, arguments still

 rage over the existence of ice-free surfaces in Newfoundland and

 parts of the Maritime Provinces during at least the later parts of

 the Pleistocene, in a region otherwise covered by continental ice;

 and if they did exist, whether the southern plants could have with-

 stood the peri-glacial climate of the time.

 The theory of a post-glacial optimum during which the southern

 plants might more easily have migrated northward could be applied

 here as well as in Labrador where it was suggested by Porsild and

 Abbe. It is subject to the same limitations as in Labrador, how-

 ever, if we question the ability of the plants to disperse themselves

 in the comparatively short time since the Pleistocene or since the

 advent of the post-glacial warm period. In any case the nunatak

 hypothesis can hardly be successfully demolished unless the coastal
 plain element is satisfactorily disposed of on some other basis.

 Marie-Victorin sums up the arguments, pro and con, over the

 nunatak hypothesis as follows: ". . . the situation seems much too

 complex for one good simple, schematic and dogmatic explanation.

 There is evidently a general truth in Hooker's hypothesis of a back
 and forth 'mouvement d'ensemble' of the whole flora of eastern

 Canada during and after PleistoLene times. There is also much in
 favor of the nunatak theory, which may be necessary or helpful to
 explain a number of cases. How else can the presence of Agoseris
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 gaspensis on Table-top Mountain, of Salix brachycarpa and Poly-
 stichiumn mohrioides on Mt. Albert be explained, nothwithstanding
 the magnesian preference of the latter species ?" He also raises the

 question as to whether one of the major premises involved is justi-
 fied: "Is the conception of a senescent preglacial or interglacial flora,

 vanishing gradually from northeastern America, defensible on bio-
 logical grounds? Are there really such things as senescent species,

 and senescent floras in the present world ?" ('38, pp. 553-4).
 Thus we are brought back to the questions of time and distance

 in plant dispersal, and of the ultimate capacities of species to dis-
 perse themselves. As noted previously, whether we can apply the

 theory of persistence in detail to comparatively small parts of the

 earth's surface as well as to large ones depends very much upon
 whether there is a classification of plants on the basis of their

 capacity to travel and adapt themselves, and if so, whether we can

 find a key to the system. This brings us to the consideration of

 one of the most recent and possibly the most significant analysis of
 the boreal biota-that of Dr. Eric Hulten.

 Httlte'n's Studies of Arctic and Boreal Biota

 Statement of the Problem. Dr. Eric Hulten, after exhaustive
 floristic studies in Kamtchatka and the Aleutian Islands, has drawn

 up an "Outline of the History of Arctic and Boreal Biota during the
 Quarternary Period" ('37b). He has mapped the ranges of hun-
 dreds of boreal species, organizing his factual material on the basis
 of what are called "equiformal areas." That is, when large num-
 bers of ranges are superposed they fall into a group of patterns which

 are more or less clearly defined geographically, and "equiformal"
 within themselves. Each equiformal area shows a region of con-
 centration in number of species, which is called its "centre." Since
 it is assumed that each species has acquired its present range by

 dispersal from a point of origin, the regions of concentration within

 the equiformal areas are regarded as fundamental centers of origin
 for the various major elements in the flora; and the "equiformal
 ,,reas" become "equiformal progressive areas" for the origin and
 development of the flora. The species are termed "radiants" from

 the different centra. Those species which are more or less confined
 to the centra are termed "centrants."

 The geographic arrangement of centra as worked out by Hulten
 is as follows. They are ". . . in North-Eastern Siberia and in the
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 Amur-Manchuria region. Another occurs in the Altai-Sajan re-

 gion, sending out radiants towards the Arctic shore. A third centre

 is northern Japan, whence numerous plants radiate to the north and

 to the coast of the Asiatic Continent. A centre of great importance

 is the region around the northern part of the Bering Sea. It sends

 out progressive radiants reaching symmetrically as well to the west

 into arctic Asia and Europe as to the east to Eastern America, and

 also often extends arms along both the Asiatic and American Pacific

 coast. In America radiants proceed from the Yukon valley along

 the Arctic American coast, others centre around the Arctic Archi-

 pelago, and others again have the centre of their progressive figures

 in the State of Washington and radiate along the American coast or

 along the Rocky Mts. to Alaska. Of the plants discussed in this

 paper no groups could be formed having their centres in northern

 Europe or western Siberia, or in North-Eastern America or in the

 country between Yukon Valley and the Great Lakes" (p. 25).

 The author immediately draws a correlation between the distribu-

 tion of his centra and the distribution of ice during the Pleistocene.

 The areas in which he could locate no centra are those "districts

 which were covered with ice during the maximum Pleistocene gla-

 ciation. All plants of our area radiate from districts that were not

 completely buried under the ice-sheet of the maximum glaciation.

 In other words: the plants have spread over the arctic and boreal

 belt from the refugia close to the ice, where they were left in posi-

 tions of a small part of their earlier area, and where they were able

 to survive the severe conditions of maximum glaciation" (p. 25).

 Since the history of the Pleistocene looms so large in Hulten's

 explanations of boreal distribution, he devotes considerable space to

 a review of the most recent findings concerning it (see pp. 19-20).

 The relic hypothesis for the explanation of plant distribution is

 applied by him not only on a broad continental scale as noted above,

 but also in dealing with comparatively small areas. A good illustra-

 tion of this is to be found in the discussion of radiants from southern

 Beringia. After a detailed study of the flora of the Aleutian Islands

 and nearby territory the following conclusions concerning its dis-

 tribution were drawn up. It was found that a considerable number

 of species had disrupted ranges in a long strip of coastal territory

 around the north Pacific, chiefly on the northwest continental coast,

 the Alaska peninsula and the Aleutians, the Commander Islands,
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 southwestern Kamtchatka, the Kuriles, and as far to the southwest

 as Saghalin. It is concluded that these disruptions can hardly be

 incidental as "proved by the fact that if we consider all plants
 occurring within the region of the group discussed, the gaps are

 found to occur again and again in the same places in the areas of
 the most different plants. The phenomenon could be described as

 follows: the areas of all species of the group discussed are composed
 of smaller elements which are united to a complex. The gaps
 between the elements might be distinguishable, but in other cases

 they might be undiscernible. In different species the gaps always
 occur in approximately the same places. Another important cir-

 cumstance is that there occur endemic plants which exactly or
 approximately occupy the area of such an element or of two or more
 elements combined" (pp. 40-41).

 By way of explanation there is the assumption "that the plants in
 question already occupied at least the greater part of their present
 area earlier than the maximum glaciation and that this old area was
 split up into parts separated from one another by heavy glaciation
 or by districts with such severe climatic conditions during maximum
 glaciation that the species concerned were exterminated there.

 After the maximum glaciation, when the amelioration of the climate
 set in, the isolated partial areas, which I propose to call elementary
 areas, started to send out progressive radiants in all available direc-
 tions and in this way the old original areas of the plants were more
 or less completely restored" (p. 42). Hulten then proceeds to
 divide the whole district up into four "elementary areas," and shows
 that they can be so correlated with what is known of the glaciation
 and its attendant conditions.

 Plastic vs. Rigid Species. It will be seen at once that if such an
 hypothesis is to be made workable, it must deal successfully with the
 same problems concerning the capacity for dispersal which con-
 fronted Professor Fernald in his analysis of the American boreal
 flora. In studying the southern Beringia radiants noted above,
 Hulten found that some of the species were able to occupy far more
 of their old ranges than others, and that it was necessary to draw
 up some sort of a distinction between them.

 To do this he set up a premise explained in different words and
 approached in a different manner, but essentially like that by which
 Fernald distinguished between "conservative" and "aggressive" spe-
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 cies. This premise becomes a corner stone of Hulten's entire argu-
 ment, and will bear further examination.

 Hulten recognizes "plastic" and "rigid" species. The plastic
 ones are those which are able to migrate rather freely and adapt
 themselves to new homes; while rigid ones are those which for some
 reason have wholly or in part lost their ability to do these things.
 The idea of senescence, drawn largely from paleobotany, is not re-
 lied upon to explain this so much as the history of genetic character

 within the plants. "Within a given species there is always a certain
 potential variation. Under the influence of a catastrophe such as

 the glacial period, when large parts of the area of the species in ques-
 tion are covered with ice and the rest is severely exposed to unfavor-

 able conditions, a reduction of this variability is inevitable, as all bio-
 types, being more sensitive to the hardships, are exterminated."
 And, "A very strong reduction of the biotypes is bound to ensue

 and, parallel to it, a strong reduction of the potential variability
 and thereby also presumably the spreading capacity" (p. 22). And
 again, discussing the southern Beringia radiants, "That the splitting
 up of the earlier areas by the ice . . . must have had a very impor-
 tant influence on the number and character of the biotypes remain-
 ing within the different elementary areas can hardly be denied. It

 is evident that the selection of biotypes within the northern elemen-
 tary areas must be different from that within the southern. When
 the ice recedes and the plants start to migrate from the isolated spots
 where they were left, the populations in the different elementary
 areas must differ in their composition. At any rate those to the
 north must differ considerably from the original population which

 had occupied the same stations during the preceding interglacial.
 In other words: different races of the species must have been formed
 under the influence of the ice. As long as those races are separated
 from one another geographically they may possibly be distinguish-
 able, but when the migration has proceeded so far that the radiants
 from two elementary areas meet, hybridization and thereby an inte-

 gration of the differences must be expected to occur." "Different

 species naturally react very differently to the vicissitudes. Some
 keep their preglacial type unchanged or very little changed in the
 most remote districts of their area. This presumably applies par-
 ticularly to the very old types which had already undergone vicissi-
 tudes in one direction or another and have thus already been de-
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 pauperated in more respects than one. What is left of their original

 set of biotypes is a population that has been able to withstand all

 the different conditions to which the plant has been subject during

 the geological ages. They are probably very poor in biotypes and

 have but a small potential variability. Other species change com-

 paratively easily into new forms under a pressure such as that dis-

 cussed above; they might be more recent types that have not yet

 been so depauperated as to lose a considerable part of their potential
 variability" (pp. 47-48). He suggests that "in some of the areas

 isolated by the ice the conditions became so severe that certain spe-

 cies could not survive and therefore now show a gap in their distri-
 bution there. In other cases the plants in such an isolated area were

 so depauperated of biotypes that they lost their spreading capacity

 and are still found only in the stations where they were left by the
 maximum glaciation. They were thus transformed into rigid
 species."

 Hulten maintains that the "Linnaean species" of the boreal flora

 originated in the last great interglacial or earlier, and that "the
 present areas of arctic and boreal biota are on the whole reductions

 from the areas which had developed already during the great inter-
 glacial." Smaller segregations within the Linnaean complexes are

 thought to have arisen later. One of the conclusions of the whole

 study which he conceives to be of first importance is "that the vascu-
 lar plants ordinarily spread much more slowly than has been com-

 monly assumed. World-wide postglacial areas do not exist, except
 in the case of weeds introduced by Man."

 An interesting corollary to the theory of plastic and rigid species

 as outlined by Hulten is the significance that may be attached to the
 size of the relic areas and relic communities. Very small refugia

 could contain only small relic populations of plants, and the reduc-
 tion of biotype material would be much greater than in the case of

 large areas or the region south of the ice sheets, wherein larger
 populations could exist, with more biotypes and more opportunity

 for genetic interchange. This corollary is made use of throughout
 Hulten's analysis, with striking results.

 Another subsidiary idea is that in general the centrants are apt to
 be plants belonging to polymorphic genera, and taxonomically not
 very highly differentiated. In contrast, those of wider range are
 likely to have been subjected to a variety of conditions, to have been
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 in existence for longer times, and to have been affected by isolation

 and the depauperation of biotypes. Their specific segregation could

 be expected to be more pronounced and more stable than that of the

 centrants. Even though they might be very old radiants, on the

 other hand, if they were able to maintain large populations in spite

 of such cataclysms as the glaciation they would still retain their vigor

 and spreading capacity.

 Still another phase of the matter which is of first importance is

 that a given species may retain its plasticity in one area and lose it

 in another. Thus a cordilleran species might be widespread and

 aggressive in the Rocky Mountains where it is thought to have had

 ample space during the Pleistocene; while in the Gulf of St. Law-

 rence region it was confined to small refugia and so depauperated

 of biotype material as to have become rigid, or conservative.

 One of the more far-reaching conclusions arrived at from these
 lines of argument is that the present distribution of species cannot

 be correlated directly with modern climates alone. It must be con-

 sidered first in the light of the history of the plants themselves-

 their former ranges, the amount of discontinuity in their ranges,

 their degree of specific segregation, and their present potential vari-

 ability. This idea is inherent in the nunatak hypothesis as elabor-

 ated by Fernald ('25), has been stated by Abbe with regard to his

 Labrador problems ('36, '38), and was noted by Livingston and

 Shreve after their exhaustive studies of vegetation-climate correla-

 tions in the United States ('21). Griggs has emphasized it in his

 analysis of Alaskan timber-line conditions ('34b, '37). It has re-

 cently been stated clearly by Faegri ('37b, p. 429) in connection
 with problems in Scandinavian phytogeography.

 The idea of the genetical effects of isolation as outlined above was

 developed by the Dutch students of evolution, A. L. and A. C. Hage-

 doorn ('21), and has been elaborated in its relation to taxonomic

 problems by Du Rietz ('30). So far as the writer is aware, Hul-

 ten's is the first application of it to broad phytogeographic problems

 involving whole floras-certainly the first in America.

 Dobzhansky ('37, pp. 133-4) has summarized much of the recent
 research on the size of populations, referring particularly to the

 work of Sewell Wright ('31, '32), as follows: "Wright considers

 the situation that may present itself in a species whose population is
 subdivided into numerous isolated colonies of different size, with the
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 exchange of individuals between colonies prevented by some natural
 barriers or other agents . . . such a situation is by no means imagin-
 ary; on the contrary, it is very frequently encountered in nature. In
 the course of time such a species will become differentiated into
 numerous local races which will differ from each other in the fre-
 quencies of various genes. The populations of the separate colonies
 at the time of their isolation may be assumed to be all alike in their

 genetic constitution. Some colonies, especially the large ones, will
 preserve the constitution of the ancestral population approximately
 unchanged. Each of the colonies with very small breeding popula-
 tions will soon become genetically uniform owing to the depletion
 of the store of hereditary variability they once possessed. It is im-
 portant to realize that in different colonies different genes will be
 lost and fixed, the loss or fixation being due . . . simply to chance.
 Hence, at least some of the colonies will become genetically distinct
 from others, giving rise to local races. Finally, populations with
 intermediate size will likewise become distinct from each other and
 from the ancestral population, but the supply of the hereditary vari-
 ability present in them will not be depleted so drastically as in the
 very small ones. That is to say, the colonies of intermediate size

 will preserve a certain amount of the evolutionary plasticity which
 will be lost in the small ones. ...

 "The conclusion arrived at is an important one: the differentiation
 of a species into local or other races may take place without the ac-
 tion of natural selection. A subdivision of the species into isolated
 populations, plus time to allow a sufficient number of generations
 to elapse (the number of generations being a function of the popula-
 tion size), is all that is necessary for race formation. This state-
 ment is not to be construed to imply a denial of the impoltance of
 selection. It means only that racial differentiation need not neces-
 sarily or in every case be due to the effects of selection."

 Studies by Turesson ('22) in the old world, and by Clausen,
 Keck, and Heisey in California ('40), have greatly clarified the
 genetic concepts of minor environmental modifications and of herit-
 able racial differentiation. Some of the conclusions reached by
 Clausen, Keck, and Heisey are worthy of quotation in the present
 connection (pp. 408-9): "Variation, of course, is of two sorts: that
 which is controlled by environment (modifications), and that which
 is governed by the heredity (genetic differences). Both contribute
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 to the differences seen, not only between species and races, but also
 between individuals of one population. . . . Species with the widest
 distribution are observed to have the most races. Conversely, spe-
 cies of narrow distribution have fewer races and are less variable.

 . . . The regional races of a species are heritably distinct ecotypes,
 not modifications." These studies are based on a large series of
 transplant experiments in the coastal, mountain, and desert regions
 of California between 1922 and 1938.

 Anderson ('36) has applied these ideas not only to the formation
 of races, but also to the differentiation of "conservatism" as under-
 stood by Fernald, using certain forms of Iris, particularly the rela-
 tives of I. setosa. In this group an Alaskan series proves to be
 highly polymorphic, while an eastern group, isolated around the

 Gulf of St. Lawrence, is remarkably uniform. "This conservatism
 of Iris setosa var. caniadensis is distinctive of most of the glacial
 endemics (or near endemics) of the region around the Gulf of St.
 Lawrence. In one of his classic contributions to the subject, Fer-
 nald ('29) has aptly characterized them as 'already waning types,
 too old, or too conservative to spread into closely adjacent and virgin
 soils.' In the case of Iris setosa var. canadensis the invariability
 cannot be a direct effect of time, for the highly variable irises of
 Alaska are quite as aged. It is more probably, as Professor Fer-
 nald has suggested, an innate conservatism; a conservatism founded

 genetically upon the fact that these irises are descendants of a small
 and highly selected stock. Hard times removed from the region all
 the luxuriant types which may once have existed there. When the
 ice age was over the immediate area was repeopled from the few
 plucky survivors. Their descendants, Iris setosa var. canadensis,
 bear the scars of the glacial period, so to speak, in their conserva-
 tism; an innate invariability which, on the one hand, gives them a
 greater uniformity, and on the other, prevents their adapting them-
 selves readily to other environments" ('36, pp. 495-6).

 Cain ('40), in a recent discussion of supposed senescence in spe-
 cies, has accepted the ecological significance of biotype depaupera-
 tions as outlined by Anderson. Instead of "conservatism" or "rigid-
 ity" in species, he calls the resultant phenomenon "narrower
 ecological amplitude." He is apparently doubtful, however, of the
 persistence theory for the explanation of isolated conservative spe-
 cies, and leans toward Wynne-Edwards' theory of habitat special-
 ization.
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 Application of the Hypothesis. There is no place in the present-

 paper for even a resume of the details of Hulten's work, but it will

 not be amiss to draw from it a few examples, and to observe what

 he has done with some of the more striking boreal American prob-

 lems.

 Fernald's general thesis that cordilleran and arctic plants have

 persisted in the St. Lawrence region at least from a pre-Wisconsin

 dispersal is strongly supported. The relic plants are looked upon

 as "rigid" species, badly depleted of biotypes and now unable to

 spread rapidly. They occupied relatively small refugia and have

 thus been long separated from large populations of their kind.

 Their endemics are such isolated biotype variants within the ancient

 continuous populations as were sufficiently great to form taxonomic

 entities preservable either apomictically or through isolation.

 The sharp contrast between these relic species and those which

 are "plastic" or "aggressive" is well-known to any one who has

 studied our boreal floras. The remarkable extent of coverage

 achieved by the aggressive types on the vast areas formerly denuded

 by glacial ice is about as notable as the fact that some of the plants

 have had no part in it. Whence came the vigor that made these

 migrations possible? All of the plants in the glaciated country must

 have been wiped out. They constituted the boreal flora of the last

 interglacial, and if they survived, their havens of refuge had to be

 on nunataks or outside the area covered. Why should some of these

 be so vigorous and aggressive while others are not? Hulten ac-

 counts for the difference very largely on the basis of relative sizes

 among the refugia. He conceives of two principal areas for per-
 sistence: "The Rocky mountains on the one hand and the continen-

 tal shelf outside Eastern America on the other. From these centra

 the plants must have spread in an easterly and a westerly direction,

 respectively, towards the central part of the continent. . . . The

 fact that these plants have not lost their spreading capacity must be

 (lue to the extent of their refugia, which were so wide that the influ-

 ence of the ice was not as devastating as in the north and as it was

 on the smaller refugia. In other words: they were not so severely

 depauperated of biotypes by the glaciation" (pp. 52-53). There

 is, by this reasoning, no necessary difference in age between con-

 servative and aggressive species.

 Two outstanding features of the eastern arctic flora have already
 been noted: its small percentage of endemism and the poor specific
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 boundaries among many of its species. Hulten, like Fernald, con-

 siders the arctic archipelago as having been a refuge for plants dur-

 ing the Pleistocene. He divides the plants of the eastern arctic into

 two categories, arctic and boreal, and makes a division of the former

 into rigid and plastic species. The smaller, arctic group are mostly

 regarded as radiants from northern Beringia, but since the extreme

 arctic species probably occupied the archipelago and its continental

 shelves not only throughout the last great interglacial but also the

 last glacial period, they did not suffer so great a reduction of their

 biotypes as if they had been confined to small refugia. Neverthe-

 less, since they show a certain amount of progressivity as radiants

 from Beringia, and since there is so little endemism among them,
 they are thought to be very old, relatively rigid, and unable to spread

 far southward on account of their high arctic character. A less

 arctic group of North Beringia radiants does not go into the archi-
 pelago, but is continental in character. Some of these are thought

 to be of post-glacial origin ;5 while others are older and had achieved

 so wide a range in the last interglacial as to have reached lands

 south of the ice boundary.6 The latter were thus able to maintain

 their spreading ability, and have now returned in force to their

 former areas in the glaciated territory. A few reached the eastern

 American refugia and were transformed into rigid types.

 The boreal group in the eastern arctic flora is considered in two

 categories: arctic-montane, and boreal circumpolar. Both of these

 groups are among the most wide-ranging plants in the northern

 hemisphere, and have had ample opportunity both for isolation and

 freedom during their development. Both, however, possess char-

 acteristics which have tended to produce plasticity on a large scale.

 The arctic-montane group, through their montane connections, could

 preserve their migratory ability throughout the glacial periods to

 the south, and during the interglacials in the arctic. Since boreal-

 circumpolar plants "were not, like those surviving north of the ice,
 locked in between ice-sheets, they were not so depauperated and did

 5 In this group are such plants as Arnica attenuata, Betula alaskana (=B.
 papyrifera var. neoalaskana), Cypripediurn passerinum, Castillegia Raupii
 (see also Pennell, '34), Potamogeton Porsildiorum, Salix Richardsonii (incl.
 calcicola), Taraxacum lacerum, Primula egaliksensis, etc.

 6 Here are some of the most wide-spread plants in boreal America: Mer-
 tensia paniculata, Aquilegia brevistyla, Ribes hudsonianum, Festuca saximon-
 tanta, Luzula saltuensis, Ribes glandulosunt, Inpatiens biflora, Cornus stoloni-
 fera, Orchis rotundifolia, Primula mistassinica, Picea canadensis (= P. glauca)
 Larix laricina, Picea mariana, etc.
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 not to the same extent lose their ability to spread. It is natural,

 therefore, that the majority of the widespread plants of the arctic

 and boreal belts should belong to this group. The great diversity

 of races exhibited by these very plants is also quite natural, as their

 area has been filled up by radiants from several centra, isolated from

 remnants of an old area. This area must presumably have been

 occupied by taxonomically slightly different populations, which,

 after the isolation under selective pressure of the glacial periods,
 still further widened existing differences in different directions,
 parallel to the local conditions of the refugia. Few or perhaps none

 of the circumpolar boreal plants were so depauperated that they

 still exist only on the refugia, where they survived the glacial period,

 but many have not yet spread so as to completely fill up the gaps

 between them" (p. 120).

 Hulten's work should provide a powerful stimulus to research in

 American phytogeography. Whether his ideas and conclusions are

 to be widely accepted or not, it must be admitted that they affect

 practically every geographic and taxonomic problem in the botany

 of this region. His views are the antithesis of those recently set

 forth by Wynne-Edwards, and he has elaborated the theme of dif-
 ferential ability to migrate far beyond the point reached by other

 workers such as Fernald and Marie-Victorin. His chief claim on

 the right to do this rests upon the recent genetical interpretation of
 the effects of isolation and population size.

 (This article will be concluded in the next issue.)
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